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Companies operating within the FMCG industry are always battling for the consumers’ 

attention, even harder than ever before with the use of social media today. It is 

important for companies to know their consumers’ customer journey, in order to use 

their marketing resources in an efficient manner and influence the consumers in a way 

that they become loyal consumers. The aim of this study was to establish which 

touchpoints have the largest effect on customer decision making, which would result 

in more targeted resource allocation. 

 

Due to the nature of the FMCG industry, the typical customer journey did apply directly. 

Smaller steps, including information search were not present as the products are 

considered rather affordable and don’t warrant excess research time from the 

consumers. The largest effects came from packaging, including the etiquette, but also 

combined with the taste experience or there would be no repeated purchase. Value 

based brand marketing and peer marketing were significantly more influential than 

traditional brand marketing that is aimed at the masses.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Background 

 

This study is important for three separate reasons. Firstly, with the current megatrend 

of sustainability and growing concern for environmental safety, especially in the 

develop countries, the consumer behaviour is changing. Secondly, the legislation 

regarding alcoholic beverages was changed for the year 2018, which also changed 

the customers’ behaviour. Thirdly, the legislation on marketing of alcoholic beverages 

in Finland is very strict, which enables the possibility that there might be other more 

influential methods than traditional marketing.  

 

As it already shows in different industries, sustainability and environmental friendliness 

are growing concerns for the consumers (Haynes and Podobsky 2016). This is evident, 

by the rise of the share industry, the avoiding of plastic whenever possible and 

favouring environmentally less harmful products and services. This trend, combined 

with the rising importance of health and wellbeing, has shifted consumers purchasing 

habits, making it important to research what they value most nowadays.  

 

Prior to 2018 it was only allowed to sell alcoholic beverages that had the maximum 

alcohol amount of 4,7% and had to be produced by brewing, limiting the selling points 

of long drinks and other ready to drink products like Bacardi Breezer and Smirnoff Ice. 

Now the legislation allows products to include up to 5,5 % alcohol and the production 

mechanism is not regulated anymore. This has flooded the supermarkets with a lot of 

new products and brands, changing the competitive landscape, consumers gaining a 

wider offering of products and making it an important subject to research, especially 

from the perspective of companies that are operating in the industry.  

 

Even though, the legislation regarding alcoholic beverages loosened slightly starting 

from the year 2018, marketing of said products is still very constricted. For instance, 

out of home advertisements are forbidden, with the exception of private events like 

festivals. With these limitations among others in different media types, it creates a 

different and unique environment. Widely accepted marketing strategies cannot be 
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adapted straight into a market, where the use of said strategies is limited by the 

government, forcing companies to look for alternatives that should be researched to 

be effective.   

 

1.2. Research questions 

 

As the operating environment has changed, it also might have changed consumer 

behaviour, that is, how they find the products among the larger pool of competing 

products, and in an environment where marketing is regulated. Hence, following 

research questions can be posed: 

 

1. What stage in the customer journey has the most significance to the purchase 

decision in the context of ciders? 

a. What are the touchpoints in the customer journey? 

b. Which have an effect on the purchase decision? 

 

The first question is aimed to narrow down the potential focus area for companies, 

when they consider their activities. Especially, due to the regulation on marketing 

alcoholic beverages combined with low-involvement fast moving consumer goods, the 

most significant stage in the customer journey can vary in comparison to other markets 

and industries. The supporting questions aim to drill down to the roots of influencing 

customer decision making and finding out what the magnitude of the effect is, in order 

to gain exact information on which touchpoints to focus and how much resources 

should be allocated for said focus.  

 

2. What influences the customer decision the most during the purchasing stage/ 

whilst buying? 

 

Generally, companies that operate in the beverage industry, especially alcoholic 

beverages, use a considerable amount of resources to influence customers. In Finland, 

a significant amount of those resources are allocated in the second stage, purchase 

stage, of the customer journey. Party due to the regulations that limit marketing 

alcoholic beverages in public places and minors. It is important from the companies’ 
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aspect to have more information about the customer journey, in order to focus and 

allocate the resources in a way that they produce the most benefits.  

 

 

1.3. Literature review (preliminary) 

 

Customer journey, simply put, refers to every interaction a consumer has with a brand 

from the moment the need to purchase arises or is created until consuming the product 

or using the service. There are different perspectives on how to divide the customer 

journey, the most common one, and the one used in this study is breaking it down to 

three stages. The pre-purchase stage, which includes need recognition and 

information search. The purchase stage, which includes making the choice, actual 

purchase and encounters whilst purchasing. The post-purchase stage, which includes 

potential customer service, brand experience and the use of the product or service. 

(Jain et al. 2017) 

 

Within all the stages in the customer journey, there are touchpoints. Touchpoints refer 

to the interaction points between the consumer and the brand or company. 

Touchpoints have three criteria in order to be considered actual touchpoints. Firstly, it 

has to be visible for the consumer to see it. Secondly, it must be an event that can be 

appointed in time. Thirdly, it has to include communication or interaction between the 

consumer and brand. (Halvorsud et al. 2016) 

 

There are several marketing channels, which companies can use to interact with 

consumers. They can be easily separated into online channels and offline channels. 

Online channels include social media, pay per click (PPC) advertising, search engine 

optimization (SEO), search engine marketing (SEM) and e-mail. (Key 2017) Online 

channels are nowadays known for being quite affordable and they reach a significant 

number of consumers, but there is a lot of marketing noise due to the digitalisation, 

making it difficult to stand out. Traditional marketing channels or offline channels 

include outdoor advertising, cinema, magazines, television, radio and newspapers. 

Traditional channels have their benefits and a study by McPheters (1991) showed that 

consumers exposed to magazine advertising spent more in supermarkets. Other 

benefits depend on the specific channels, local newspapers are highly targeted 
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geographically, whilst television is helpful when launching a new product due to the 

wide audience it gathers.  

 

Fast moving consumer goods are retail products that are not durable. It is typical that 

they are purchased repeatedly, priced cheaply and their service life is shorter in 

comparison to durable goods. (Kuzmina, Prendeville, Walker and Charnley 2018) 

Brewery and soft drink industry is somewhat regulated in Finland, especially the 

marketing and sales of alcoholic beverages. Products that have over 22 % of alcohol 

are not allowed to be marketed and products that have less are strictly regulated. For 

instance, outdoor advertisements are forbidden, and radio and television advertising 

are forbidden between 7-22 to protect minors. (Valvira 2018) 

 

1.4. Definitions and delimitations 

 

This study has been limited from fast moving consumer goods to beverages and more 

specifically to only include ciders. The reason for this is the immensely broad product 

range that is fast moving consumer goods. Even beverages have a lot of 

subcategories, which are consumed by different customers and in different situations, 

which somewhat restricts studying the customer journey from the same perspective. 

Furthermore, the involvement of Hartwall narrowed down the interest to a category that 

they felt had experienced changes recently. Even though, the focus category was 

ciders, the commercial focus was limited to two brands, Happy Joe and Upcider.  

 

Due to the nature of the FMCG industry, a theoretical delimitation was made to the 

post-purchase stage of the customer journey. It plays a rather insignificant role in 

FMCG, as there is usually no targeted customer service or feedback questionnaire. 

The post-purchase experience is considered a success, if the product lives up to the 

expectation that the consumer has set for it prior to purchase.  

 

Due to the limited resources in time and money the focus groups were limited into two 

groups, otherwise it would’ve been beneficial to add one or two more groups. However, 

the lack of focus groups was covered by individual interviews with the aim of 

triangulating findings. Due to the resources, the sampling rules for focus groups were 

loosened in order to ensure that enough participants were found.  
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Definitions that are good to know for this study are:  

• Brand pool -  Usually a few preferred brands  

• FMCG -  Fast moving consumer goods  

• Multipack – A package consisting of several servings e.g. six pack  

• Customer journey – the journey from the customer’s perspective from need 

recognition to consuming. (Lemon and Verhoef 2016) 

• Touchpoint – A point, where a brand and the consumer interact with each other. 

(Halvorsud et al. 2016)   

 

1.5. Research methodology 

 

This study is combining two qualitative research methods, which is unorthodox, since 

the combination is usually mixing methods by combining a qualitative method with a 

quantitative method. Qualitative method was favoured, because it results in more 

descriptive results and more profound descriptions. This study was conducted through 

focus groups and interviews, because focus groups enable participants to exchange 

experiences and ideas that can help remember their respective experiences in more 

detail and thus share a more descriptive narrative.  

 

The qualitative methods that were found suitable for studying customer journeys, were 

primarily focus groups and interviews, because both offer rich descriptive data from 

participants with different downsides. Whereas focus groups are harder to control, and 

some participants might be more dominant, it also enables participants to feed off each 

other’s ideas. Individual interviews can be more focused as the researcher only has 

one participant at a time, but there is no similar possibility of sharing experiences and 

ideas with peers.  

 

The data collection was different for the two research methods. The focus groups were 

audio recorded and also notes were prepared on gestures and body language by a 

separate note taker, who did not do the actual interviews. This ensured that things that 

could not be recorded by audio were not missed and that the audio was easier to pair 

with the right participant. The data collection in interviews was that of a reporter, 
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meaning key notes during the interview and more comprehensive notes were written 

based on the key notes immediately afterwards. This approach was chosen, due to 

the hectic and loud environment that is a supermarket, which made audio recording 

difficult. 

 

Sampling was based on two guidelines. Firstly, it had to fit the target market of both 

Upcider and Happy Joe, setting criteria on age, gender distribution and an active 

consumer of ciders. Secondly, due to the limited budget for the focus groups, 

convenience had to be favoured in order to reach enough participants. For the 

individual interviews, the challenge was to get enough participants, since they were 

timed immediately after the purchase decision and consumers might be in a rush or 

just not willing to share their experience.  

 

1.6. Company and brand introduction 

 

1.6.1. Hartwall  

 

Hartwall is one of the biggest companies operating in the brewing and soft drink 

business in Finland. It was found in 1836, by Victor Hartwall, who started the first 

mineral water factory in the Nordics in Helsinki (Hartwall 2019). Hartwall remained a 

family-owned company for a large period of its history, until being purchased by 

Scottish & Newcastle in 2002 (Talouselämä 2008). Nowadays, Hartwall is a part of the 

Royal Unibrew corporation. The main production facility is located in Lahti and spring 

water bottling plant in Karijoki, whilst the head office is located in the capital, Helsinki. 

Hartwall has roughly 700 employees and indirectly employs 11 000 people. The most 

well-known brands are Karjala, Lapin Kulta, Hartwall Novelle, Hartwall Jaffa and 

Hartwall Original Long Drink, which was found for the 1952 Olympic Games in Helsinki. 

In addition, Hartwall is the official partner for the Heineken and Pepsi brands in Finland. 

(Hartwall 2019) 
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1.6.2. Happy Joe  

 

Happy Joe was launched by Hartwall in 2012 to penetrate the premium cider market. 

The essence of the brand is simple, it focuses simple premium apple ciders and 

concentrates on happiness and flavour in its communication to consumers. The story 

of the brand revolves around happiness that is reached by the simple things of life, like 

a smile from a stranger or favourite song from the radio. This message is reinforced 

by all brand marketing and the aphorism in the bottle cap. The aphorisms have become 

very popular among consumers, and they have received a lot of traction in social media 

posts. (Janiina Gustavsson 2019) 

 

 
Figure 1 - Happy Joe promotion picture 
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Happy Joe targets active individualists that are primarily 20 to 35 years old. These 

consumers want to differentiate themselves from others and are willing to pay for 

quality. They can also be described as ambitious, but also have a positive attitude 

towards life and can relax and enjoy. The benefits Happy Joe offers are always a 

quality taste experience, a promise for a small bit of happiness and that choosing 

Happy Joe shows that a person can be themselves. (Janiina Gustavsson 2019) 

 

1.6.3. Upcider  

 

Upcider was lauched by Hartwall in 1999 with a promise of good times in social 

occasins. The promise of Upcider is to offer authentic and natural taste experiences 

that live up to their promise, help feel relaxed and that the consumer is easy-going and 

social. The brand personalises itself in two different situations, living in the moment 

and having great time and to connect with others and belong. (Janiina Gustavsson 

2019) 

 

Upcider targets mainly women between 25 to 40 years of age, who value friendship, 

family and having fun together. These consumers perceive friends as a extension to 

their families and they share their ups and downs with them. In addition, they also 

celebrate the uplifts in life together with their friend either at home or outside. (Janiina 

Gustavsson 2019) 

 

1.7. Structure of the study 

 

This study starts with introducing relevant literature and theories for this research, 

along with introducing the industry and the abnormalities that are present in the 

industry. In addition, a conceptual framework is developed and introduced in order to 

maintain a clear overview of the research. The literature review is followed by the 

introduction and reasoning of the chosen research methodology, where the researcher 

discusses which research methods are being used, what sampling techniques and 

how the data is recorded and analysed.  
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Following with the research results that are first introduced for the focus groups, 

because the results were used to modify the questions for the interviews that were 

conducted afterwards. These results were then combined, and themes were 

developed that were present in both results. Lastly, the researcher presents his 

conclusions on the study, accompanied with theoretical and managerial implications.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW   
 

This chapter will introduce all relevant literature to this study. It will discuss the 

customer journey and break it down to subparts. Moreover, the chapter includes the 

mapping of a customer journey. The different kinds of touchpoints within the customer 

journey and marketing channels, which can be used to influence the consumer are 

also introduced. Finally, the fast moving consumer industry is introduced, along with 

its typical attributes.  

 

2.1. Customer journey 

 

Customer journey or customer experience as it is sometimes referred to originates to 

consumption experience, experience economy and co-creation experiences. These 

lay the groundwork to the customer journey, which has interaction of the customer and 

the brand in its central. The customer journey concept leans on the assumption that 

customers interact with the company or the brand multiple times and on several 

different channels over a certain period of time. (Myron 2014)  

 

Customer experiences can be divided into three main parts that are pre-purchase, 

purchase and post-purchase. During these parts or stages the customers experience 

different kinds of experiences, for instance brand experiences, transactional 

experiences and relationship experiences. Brand experiences are communicated 

mainly through marketing and represent corporate values of the company and brand 

images. Transactional experiences refer to day-to-day experiences of customers with 

the service provider or seller of the product. Relationship experiences are described 

as scarce, but they are playing a central role in decision making for those customers 

and thus provide important advantages over other products or brands. (Jain, R., Aagja, 

J. & Bagdare, S 2017) 

 

Jain et al. (2017) describe the value creation in all three purchasing stages differently. 

In pre-purchase the customer acquires information, familiarizes himself with the 

product and if possible, tries the product out before the actual purchase. The pre-

purchase stage helps customers to form their attitudes and shape their perceptions 
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towards the product or brand that are immensely important in decision making. During 

the purchase stage, the value is created during the consumption of the product or 

service. The purchase includes transaction at the point of sale, possible billing and 

payments, delivery of the goods or service and the consumption of the good or service. 

The post-purchase value refers to value created after the consumption of the good or 

service. It includes after sales customer service, exchange, returns, product buy-back, 

handling customer complaints, loyalty programs, customer communities and managing 

regular communication with the customers.  

 

Lemon and Verhoef (2016) describe the customer journey with what the customer 

experiences and divide it to several parts. The three parts are previous experiences, 

current experiences and future experiences, which can also be described as the total 

customer experience. Within the current customer journey there are also three stages 

that are clearly divided by stage of purchase: First stage is pre-purchase, which 

includes all interactions with the brand before the actual purchase. Second stage is 

the actual purchase, which includes all interactions during the process and its 

environment. The third stage is about interactions that happen with the brand and the 

environment after the actual purchase and might include things like consumption or 

usage. 

 

Wolny and Charoensuksai (2014) divide customer journeys differently, but also in three 

different parts. The three types of customer journeys are impulsive journeys, balanced 

journeys and considered journeys. The impulsive journey is typically shorter, and the 

shopper relies on previous experiences and friends for quick decisions and usually 

avoid large amounts of information. Balanced journeys can begin with 

recommendations by friends or media, but the difference to impulsive journeys is the 

part that follows. The shopper tends to research information from variable sources until 

arriving to the purchasing decision. Considered journeys have a specific difference, 

which is a pre-purchase phase, where the shopper gathers information without having 

an intention of actually purchasing. The shopper uses this information later, when the 

need for the purchase arises. Measuring customer experience or the success of the 

customer journey can be difficult. According to Jain et al. (2017) measuring customer 

experience can be measured as experiential value, experiential quality, experiential 

satisfaction and experiential memories. 
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Zarantonello and Schmitt (2010) take different approach to the customer experience 

by analysing the consumer from the aspect of experiential appeals and how this should 

be taken into consideration in marketing. They segment consumers in five different 

groups, holistic consumers, utilitarian consumers, hedonistic consumers, action-

oriented consumers and inner-directed consumers. These different types of 

consumers appreciate and react to different kinds of experiential marketing. Holistic 

consumers are interested in all kinds of experiences, which makes them subjective to 

any kind of marketing. Hedonistic consumers, who are in between of holistic and 

utilitarian consumers, prefer sensorial gratification and emotions. Utilitarian consumers 

on the other hand do not place much value on brand experiences, making them 

somewhat difficult to influence. As the segmentation suggests, action-oriented 

consumers focus on actions and behaviours, whereas inner-oriented consumers focus 

on their internal processes like, thoughts, sensations and emotions.  

 

A way to map the customer journey and reach maximum result or as Teixeira, Patricio, 

Nunes, Nobrega and Fisk (2012) describe it, bridging the gap between customer 

experience and service design. It is imperative to analyse all planned and unplanned 

customer touchpoints and evaluate their performance and significance to the 

customer. Touchpoints need to be considered across service providers and the entire 

viewpoint should be customer centric instead of service centric in order to bridge the 

gap and bring the service design to the same point as the customer experience. 

Halvorsund, Kvale and Følstad (2016) share a similar viewpoint as above, as they 

describe the service blueprint representing what the what an organization plans for a 

customer. Whereas, the customer journey is actually an accurate representation of the 

customers viewpoint and thus different. To correct the service blueprint to match the 

customer journey, a company should conduct a customer journey analysis. Moreover, 

they propose modeling the customer journey according to the touchpoints that 

customers experience, in order to systematically analyze the effectiveness of the 

current service blueprint and the customer journey.  

 

 

McColl-Kennedy, J., Gustafsson, A., Jaakkola, E., Klaus, P., Radnor, Z.J., Perks, H. 

and Friman, M. (2015) argue that the role of customers is changing, as they should no 
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longer be considered just as passive recipients, who experience what a company does 

for or to them. Instead, customers can provide ideas, designs and feedback on 

customer experiences on which the company can and should act. They also point out 

that customer’s power also influences other customers experiences and thus the 

customer journey as well. A company should really thoroughly investigate customers’ 

all direct and indirect interactions during the customer journey, also through multiple 

channels to gain more understanding of the customers experience. 

 

Norton, D.W. & Pine, B.J. (2013) support the previous claim of involving the customer 

more in the creation of the customer journey, in order to make it more tailored to their 

needs and interests. Instead of just providing a product, a company should be looking 

for various steps in the customer journey that the customer needs to get done. Those 

steps are the touch points, where the company can influence the customer journey 

and also the choice at the end of the journey. After identifying the customer journey, it 

can be tested with qualitative methods and with the results the company receives 

valuable feedback it can use to tweak and alter their actions on the touch points in 

order to reap even greater results. Even though, customer journeys as a whole can be 

copied by competitors, the sequence of touch points is hard to determine or 

understanding why it is done is very tricky and can thus provide an important 

competitive advantage. This said, a competitive advantage can enable the company 

to achieve increased profitability by enabling higher pricing, larger market share, or 

both. Furthermore, the knowledge of the customer journey touch points, their 

significance and the insight of customers’ motivation, can help the company to guide 

their innovation processes, business model transitions and allocation of resources. 

(Norton et al. 2013) 

  

Stone, M. & Liyanearachchi, D. (2007) point out that customer journey can also be a 

key tool in customer retention and keeping your customers. Usually companies focus 

on the customer service they can provide when actually customers are more interested 

in how the company can actually manage their core business or in other words provide 

the product or service. For instance, in fast moving consumer goods it is paramount 

that the goods are of quality, the availability of the goods, presentation and a number 

of other factors.  
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During the customer journey, a customer experiences different kind of touchpoints with 

the brand or product in question. Lemon and Verhoef (2016) identify four different 

categories of touchpoints such as brand-owned, partner-owned, customer-owned and 

social/external/independent. Each of these categories may appear in any part of the 

customer journey’s different purchase stages and their influence may vary throughout 

the stages as well. It is critical for companies to identify the most critical touchpoints 

and how they can influence those. Brand-owned touchpoints include everything that is 

controlled by the company, for instance advertising, packaging and pricing. Partner-

owned touchpoints are interactions that are jointly managed by the brand owner and 

at least one partner, for instance a retailer or vendor loyalty programs. Customer-

owned touchpoints refer to touchpoints that cannot be influenced or controlled, such 

as thinking about their own needs. These touchpoints mostly occur during the pre-

purchase phase. 

 

Social/external touchpoints refer to an outside influence on the customer, which can 

mean peer influences or merely other customer in near proximity. Identifying and 

mapping these important touchpoints can be challenging, according to Smith (2011), 

who points out that customer do not respond linearly and differentiate in their 

behaviour. This makes it more difficult to map and predict customer behaviour, as 

some customer may react to the brand material or advertising on a totally different 

timeline.  

 

To design the customer journey, design thinking is a similarly customer centric 

approach as the customer journey itself. The concept revolves around creating 

solutions in a collaborative manor through co-creation with customers. This means that 

the designing of customer journeys is transitioning towards designing with customers, 

instead of designing for customers. Therefore, it can be argued that the company can 

offer a more accurate customer experience that suits the customers’ needs and 

motivations, if the customer journey is co-created with said customers. (Canfield & 

Basso 2017)  
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2.2. Purchase stages 

 

As stated earlier, there are three identified purchase stages in the customer journey. 

Pre-purchase, purchase and post-purchase. Voorhes, Fombelle, Gregoire, Bone, 

Gustafsson, Sousa and Walkowiak (2017) go further into detail of the purchase stages 

and break them down to even smaller parts. In the pre-purchase stage are smaller 

steps, which are awareness building, information search, initial contact and 

onboarding. Awareness building comes mostly down to brand awareness, which can 

be built through various marketing activities and promotions, even before the consumer 

is thinking of buying anything. Information search is quite straight forward as it refers 

to consumers look for information about the product, it may be online or word of mouth 

or any other kind of information that is easy to find and from a reliable source. Initial 

contact or as mentioned later the ZOTM underlines the importance of the first contact 

with the product or brand in question. Onboarding means familiarizing the customer 

with the offering of the company, which could mean service or products. Brakus, 

Schmitt and Zarantonello (2009) also identify the product experience as one of the 

interactions that happens in the pre-purchase stage. The product experience refers to 

interacting with the product, however only the physical contact with the product can 

take place in stores. The experience can include the experience of searching and 

locating the product or product group in store and evaluating it with other products.  

 

Faulds, Mangold, Raju and Valsalan (2018), discuss the customer decision process 

further in-dept and break it down to five stages, such as need recognition, information 

search, alternative evaluation, choice decision and post-purchase evaluation. The 

additional two stages take place during the previously mentioned pre-purchase and 

purchase stages, which suggests this is more detailed perspective in the customer 

decision making process.  

 

 
Figure 2 – Customer decision process (Faulds et al. 2018) 
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The problem or need recognition is the first step in the consumer decision making 

process, during which the consumer experiences either a change in the current state 

or a change in the ideal state. This change is fuelling the need or problem recognition 

and prompts the customer to action. These changes may be caused by changes in 

needs, desires, new products or purchases of other products. After recognizing the 

problem or need, the customer might start researching potential products, in other 

words the second stage is information search and alternative evaluation. Information 

search includes both internal information and external information, which refer to 

knowledge stored in memory and acquisition of information from the environment 

respectively. However, consumer goods may not make consumers conduct a thorough 

external search, because they are usually affordably priced and thus don’t pose a big 

risk in consumer risk or a bad purchase. (Thiagarajan, P., Ponder, N., Lueg, J., Worthy, 

S. & Taylor, R. 2009) Bruner and Pomazal (1988) discuss the problem or need 

recognition stage in more detail. They underline that fact that if the product is a low 

involvement purchase, the amount of external research is significantly lower in 

comparison to high involvement products. Low involvement products are for instance 

bread or postcards, or in other words relatively cheap products without any perceived 

risk in purchase. Moreover, the problem recognition often arises simply as the 

customer has used the product to a state that a purchase of a new one is actual.  

 

During the purchase or the core phase, there is a shopping and service experience. 

Now, given that the purchase happens in a physical store, it includes interactions with 

a store’s physical environment, which can mean locating the correct aisle, segment 

and product. Moreover, it also includes interactions with store personnel, policies and 

practices. (Brakus et al. 2009) Yeng, Brookes and Altinay (2016) discuss the 

overlapping two stages in the customer decision progress, the information searching 

stage and alternative evaluation stage. These stages often occur simultaneously as 

the customer seeks and assesses the value of all alternative, whilst the decision will 

depend on weight of different criteria. Moreover, the comparison will last to the post-

purchase stage, where the customer will evaluate the fulfilment of their own 

expectations.  
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Voorhes et al. (2017) also broke down the post-purchase stage of the customer journey 

as following: Service failure and recovery, building stronger relationships and proactive 

firm activities – customer feedback and solicitation. Service failure and recovery refers 

to negative experiences after the core stage or purchase stage, which could also be 

interpreted as a product not performing as expected. Building stronger relationships or 

psychological connections customers perceive having with companies. These can 

include trust and credibility, and this is interpreted by customers, by how dependable 

and reliable the company is. Furthermore, during this stage it is possible to build 

identification and love to the brand, which satisfy needs beyond the normal problem 

solving and enable a deeper commitment to the brand. Building stronger relationships 

can be achieved by being proactive. One way to be proactive during the post-purchase 

stage is to ask feedback from your customers, whether it has been a good or bad 

experience it will involve the customer with the brand. Brakus et al. (2009) consider 

consumption experiences are multidimensional and they include hedonic dimensions 

such as feelings, fantasies and fun as factors that influence the consumption 

experience. 

 
Figure 3 –Janiina Gustvasson (2019), Lemon and Verhoef (2016) and Faulds et al. 

(2018). 
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2.3. Customer journey mapping 

 

Custer (2018) summarizes the customer journey map simply as the following, 

“Ultimately, the page should include the phases the customer goes through, what the 

customer is thinking and feeling at each of those phases, the goal of each phase, 

actions and touchpoints. If the map is used internally, business opportunities can be 

added to the bottom or on a separate page.” 

 

Customer journey is a tool for envisioning, designing and visualizing a holistic 

experience from the customers point of view. It can be used to understand the 

customers need for a product or service, purchasing, researching and any behaviour 

related to a company’s product or service. Ideally a customer journey should be 

determined in a workshop, in order to gather all elements of the customer experience 

or journey, the participants also benefit from their colleagues’ opinions and 

perspectives, making the mapping process more complete. To actually map the 

customer journey can be resource and time consuming, however if done correctly and 

possibly several times, it can lead to significant increases in revenue. The company 

can find out if their customers have any frustrations in the journey or a potential key 

touchpoint, where they have failed to reach the customer. (Customer Journey Mapping 

2016) 

 

According to the research of Rosenbaum, Otalora and Ramirez (2017), customer 

journey mapping can be a very important strategic tool, but there are limitations. 

Carefully evaluating each discovered customer touchpoint prevents mapping a highly 

complex customer journey. By identifying the key touchpoints and the less significant 

touchpoints, the customer journey map will be more agile. This might be time 

consuming but having the correct key touchpoints will give a company better insight in 

understanding their customers. Moreover, customer journey mapping should be 

vertically integrated across departments of marketing, human resources, information 

technology and operations in order to be an actual strategic tool for the company. If it 

is included in the actions across the departments the likelihood of improving the 

customer experience is greater.  
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Service blueprint is a technique that can be used similarly as the customer journey, 

since it is used in order to represent a service process. A service blueprint can 

summarize all the key service activities and summarize and familiarize all the business 

processes for the employees. Moreover, a service blueprint is relatively easy to follow 

and doesn’t require a special skill set in comparison to business process management. 

In addition, a service blueprint will provide common ground for managing customer 

contact points, which should improve service quality. It will also help detect any 

organisational problems, because of the information collected from both employees 

and customers. (Calabrese and Corbo 2014) 

 

A typical service blueprint includes five components such as, customer actions, 

onstage or visible contact employee actions, backstage or invisible contact employee 

actions, support processes and physical evidence. Moreover, usually actions are 

separated as visible and invisible, which refers to actions being visible to the 

customers. (Coenen, Daniel and Schmid 2011) According to Coenen et al. (2011) the 

process of creating a service blueprint is as following: “Building blueprints typically 

involves clearly articulating the process or sub-process to be blueprinted. Many 

companies often modify processes to fit the needs and wants of different target 

customers (e.g. check-in process for first class passengers versus economy class 

passengers), and thus it is important to specify which segment of customers is the 

focus of the specific blueprint. Once this has been decided, the actions of customers 

should be delineated first, because this component serves as the basis for all other 

elements of the blueprint. Following this step, the contact employee actions, both 

onstage and backstage, can be described, followed by support processes. At this point, 

links can be added that connect the customer to contact employee activities and to 

needed support functions. Physical evidence is typically the last element added to the 

blueprint. As mentioned above, blueprints are ideally developed by cross-functional 

teams, possibly even involving customers.” Jacobson and Wilson (2012) discuss 

service blueprinting in a similar fashion as above, since they identify the same five 

typical components of a service blueprint. In addition, they discuss additional benefits 

of service blueprinting, such as providing an overview of the entire process to the 

employees, which can help the company be more customer-oriented.  
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2.3.1. Touchpoints 

 

A touchpoint or sometimes also called service encounter is any interaction that 

happens between the brand and the customer. However, a touch point has some 

criteria, such as it must be visible to the customer to encounter it, it must be an event 

that can be appointed in time and it must involve interaction or communication between 

the customer and the service provider. A touchpoint can occur in different customer 

channels and often leaves some kind of mark, for instance a reaction on a social media 

post. Moreover, the communication from the company has to be intended to a specific 

customer or customer segment to be a touchpoint, not just mass marketing to the entire 

public. This limits some advertising techniques not to be considered as actual 

touchpoints, however they may still be influential to the customer’s decision making. 

(Halvorsud et al. 2016) Custer (2018) also discusses the customer journey touchpoints 

and shares a similar view on the subject. Touchpoints are where the company can 

make an impact and differentiate themselves, moreover it is the place where a 

customer can either be delighted or disappointed in the customer journey, which 

ultimately will affect the success of the journey. Dhebar (2013) discusses the customer 

journey touchpoints and the importance of the touchpoint architecture. Moreover, the 

touchpoint architecture should be managed in a manner that the customer experience 

is convincing throughout the customer journey.  

 

Touchpoints include verbal and non-verbal events of a customer in relation to a 

company or brand. They are not exclusively marketing activities, but also include online 

platforms, catalogues, e-mail, in-store and so on. There are several ways for 

classifying touchpoints, one option is to classify them based on who controls them, 

another option is to classify touchpoints based on how personal they are, and the third 

option would be to classify them based on who initiates the interaction between brand 

and customer. In order to evaluate touchpoints within the customer journey, one has 

to consider frequency, exposure recall and reach. As customers are different, also the 

media placements have to be altered for the different segments. For instance, social 

media and word of mouth work well with heavy brand users, but average users’ 

response better to television advertising, in-store displays and outdoor advertisements. 

Brand attitudes and brand consideration are influenced by the frequency of exposure 

to the brand in question and since positivity has an impact on spending and repeat 
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purchase intentions, it is something companies should aspire for. (Ieva and Zilliani 

2018) 

 

Accroding to Manser Payne, Peltier and Barger (2017) the importance of customer 

touchpoints is significantly increasing due to the five forces of change. The five forces 

of change are: sceptical and empowered consumers, proliferation of media 

landscapes, science and technological advances, disruptive new business and 

revenue models and a turbulent and hyperconnected world. This growing importance 

is supported by the research of Iglesias and Bonet (2012), who discuss the importance 

of experiences in relation to brands and to have those experiences a brand needs 

touchpoints to interact with the consumers. Moreover, to build a brand you will naturally 

need these touchpoints to have interaction with consumers.  

 

Touchpoints have different relative impacts on customers and their perception on a 

brand. In-store communications, peer observation, brand advertising, word of mouth, 

retailer advertising and traditionally earned media (such as editorials) were ranked 

based on a pooled model, which combines positivity on consideration change and the 

relative impact of touchpoint frequency. In-store communication ranked the highest in 

this pooled model and benefit from their multi-sensory nature as well as the high 

attention level in the store environment. Both brand advertising and peer observation 

ranked second in the model, however brand advertising is not the most influential 

touchpoint in regards of positivity. Word of mouth and retailed advertising ranked both 

4th in the model. Word of mouth displayed high positivity, however peer observation 

ranked even higher in this regard, moreover the frequency coefficient was notably 

higher in peer observation in comparison to word of mouth as well. Retailed advertising 

is somewhat similar to brand advertising in terms of frequency, but its impact on 

positivity is somewhat lower. Lastly ranked was traditionally earned media which 

displayed great touchpoint positivity, but lacked frequency, making it quite similar to 

word of mouth in regards of its impact. Comparing these touchpoints and their impacts 

across categories, in-store communications is the most important touchpoint across all 

categories in terms of positivity, in addition it ranked highly in frequency in the soft drink 

category. Peer observation also ranks quite highly across categories; however, brand 

advertising is more significant in the soft drink category. Brand advertising is quite 
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consistent across all categories but is the most influential touchpoint in positivity in soft 

drinks and mobile handsets. (Baxendale, Macdonald and Wilson 2015)  

 

2.4. Marketing channels 

 

Morag (2012) raises the importance of seamless experience for shoppers as 

nowadays more and more channels are used. Even though customers may belong to 

the same customer segment, their customer journey might vary and thus make the 

used channels and the respective importance for each channel significantly different. 

Due to this, it is important that customers can seamlessly switch and alternate between 

channels according to their own interests and needs. An interesting problem in channel 

management is the allocation of resources between online and offline channels, 

especially if all the product sales are made in offline locations, which is the case in fast 

moving consumer goods. Even though organizations are using cookies and session 

time to track online activities, the use of multiple devices for instance makes the data 

inaccurate and thus unreliable for big conclusions. To determine the impact of online 

and offline media, a company should integrate both media data, sales data, customer 

information and macro-level financial data. Combining these with knowledge of 

customer behaviour a company can draw conclusions on how their marketing mix is 

performing and affecting business growth. (Skinner 2010)  

 

Smilansky (2016) raises an all-important issue that choosing the right channels to 

reach your customers is key. Depending on the brand and product the target audience 

might prefer entirely different channels, which means that the company has to know 

where to market, in order to be efficient and reach their target audience. For instance, 

if the target audience is young adults, it is likely that digital marketing is the most 

efficient method to reach them, instead of a television campaign. Wolny and 

Charoensuksai (2014) underline the change in customer behavior in reference to 

channels. Due to the digitalization there is a variety of channels that customers use, 

both for purchasing and information searching. Due to customers being exposed to a 

lot of media a concept Zero Moment of Truth (ZMOT) has gained importance. It refers 

to the first time that the customer is ever exposed to a brand in any way and already 

make decisions that will influence the success or failure of the brand in question. 

Showrooming means that a customer will physically view the product, but decides to 
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purchase it online, which can be price related. Furthermore, showrooming is used 

when physical attributes of the product are important and usually takes place during 

product evaluation. Webrooming works the other way around, as the research is done 

online, but the actual purchase happens in a physical store, it is commonly done after 

the product selection is done in order to compare price and product features more 

easily.  

 

As mentioned above, the sheer number of channels now available has changed 

customers’ behaviour from a single channel usage to multichannel, which makes 

channel management for companies ever so important to reach the maximum number 

of customers at the right moment. According to the research of Van der Veen and Van 

Ossenbruggen (2015) a good way to manage the multichannel environment, is to 

segment one’s customers by their characteristics, which will be incremental in their 

decision-making process. Van der Veen and Van Ossenbruggen (2015) see this as a 

more stable way to segment customers, opposed to the traditional segmentation of 

channel usage, as it may change depending on the purchase stage. Characteristics 

that can influence channel usage are for instance, risk aversion as it is likely that these 

customers will be more inclined to research the product or service extensively before 

purchasing. Furthermore, customers that express exploratory behaviour should 

receive product information, goal-oriented behaviour warrants customer service, self-

reliant behaviour is in need of operational excellence and for advice-seeking behaviour 

a personal relationship is incremental.  

 

Channel migration is a phenomenon, which refers to customers switching between 

offered channels. More precisely, there are three factors influencing this phenomenon: 

negative factors that make customers switch channels (push effects), factors that 

encourage customers to choose a new channel (pull effects) and personal or social 

factors that prevent migration (mooring effects. This phenomenon presents both 

opportunities and obstacles for the channel management of companies as they attempt 

to guide customers to the channels they perceive as the best options. Relating to this 

there is a relevant issue called right channelling, which means to guide or force the 

right customers to use right channels or channels that are perceived as right by the 

company. Although, there is speculation whether customers are willing to choose the 

channel, which the company is trying to enforce. Furthermore, there is a voluntary 
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migration strategy, which includes predicting migration patterns and communicating 

with customers to influence the channel choice. However, customers’ own factors can 

prevent switching channels to the company’s desired option. (Lipowski and Bondos 

2018)    

 

2.4.1. Online channels 

 

These channels can enable high returns on investments as they can be very accurately 

targeted and flexible low-cost model. For instance, e-mail as a lead generator creates 

50 % more leads with 33 % lower costs in comparison to traditional methods. E-mail 

marketing is a direct marketing technique; however, it requires a recipient list that can 

be either created from the company’s customer base or purchased from a third party. 

Social media includes not only the social media platforms like LinkedIn, Facebook, 

YouTube and so on, but also blogs and microblogs like Twitter or Snapchat. Commonly 

all these platforms enable two-way communication and content is shared with ease. 

Search engine marketing includes also search engine optimization and pay-per-click 

advertising. Search engine optimization is a long-term project that aims to rank the 

page as highly as possible in the search engines. Pay-per-click advertising is a highly 

targeted method that is based on key words or phrases, ultimately these ads will show 

when a person inputs these words or phrases in the search engine. Content creation 

is one of the key elements of online channel marketing, it refers to producing relevant 

information for the chosen target market. (Key 2017) 

 

Back when online marketing channels were new, they were considered as a channel 

that is mostly suitable for younger customers and that older customers have not 

adopted the new technology or have barriers in adopting it. Nowadays, research shows 

that marketers still have bias towards older customers not using social media, but this 

is not true as older customers now have similar buying habits online as younger 

customers. Although research shows that reaching older customers is most effective 

when the company is mixing online and traditional marketing channels. (Leeflang, 

Verhoef, Dahlström and Freundt 2014) Online channels are perceived by marketers 

as more effective in comparison to offline channels, hence they are trying to push 

customers to online channels, however not only in the purchase stage but also in other 

stages like information search. It is noteworthy that online channels are not self-service 
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channels, as they are sometimes perceived, but in fact they require involvement from 

both customers and the company or brand. (Lipowski and Bondos 2018) Especially 

important is the co-creation of content and meaning, which is a big difference to the 

marketing that was typical before the digital era. The online communication tools have 

for the first-time enabled customers to actually respond the marketing messages of the 

company. Moreover, digital communication is widely used for brand building, improve 

knowledge and heighten communication flows. Marketing communications is more and 

more linked to the digital environment, which enables marketers to build linkages with 

their customers. Two strategies support building these linkages: Firstly, being an 

interactive or digital company and thereby supporting or maintaining the usage of 

digital marketing. Secondly, use different kinds of methods to increase the usage of 

digital marketing with the aim to strengthen relationships with customers, subsequent 

customer engagement and increase engagement. (Tiago and Verissimo 2014)  

 

Strength of relevance is an important measure in online marketing, as it is one of the 

determinants of a successful online marketing campaign. In other words, an online 

campaign will only survive and excel if it has relevance to the audience in question, 

which is supported by the fact that response and respect increase simultaneously with 

relevance. Moreover, if a brand creates negative experiences to the customers with 

their online marketing, it is considered to be very difficult to build up their reputation, 

making relevance very important from the beginning. Furthermore, marketers have to 

consider timing, since if the marketing message is sent at the wrong time, the company 

might lose the customer. Online marketing strategy naturally requires constant 

reviewing, methods like AdWords, third-party web marketing, social media marketing 

need to be reviewed all the time. This can be done with web analytics, from which the 

company can determine the return on investment (ROI) or even the return on 

marketing investment (Romi). (Sharma 2011) 

 

Millennials are a totally different segment and that has to be taken into consideration 

when designing and planning online marketing. Generally, millennials trust the word of 

their peers over any kind of marketing promotions, which elevates the value of word of 

mouth or electronic word of mouth, as it is perceived as more trustworthy. As 

millennials are heavy users of all kinds of online services, digital marketing is an 

effective way to reach and communicate with this audience. However, digital marketing 
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that is perceived negatively may result in a negative view of the entire brand or 

company. Coupons are by far reaching the most positive reaction by millennials from 

online marketing activities, followed by email updates, which have been quite common 

in the recent years. On the other hand, advertisements on YouTube are not as liked 

as before and the desire to see them is declining and pop-up ads have been steadily 

negative amongst the audience. A way to catch the attention of millennials on a website 

is to invest in superior graphics, including personalisation, bright colours, simple but 

professional layout and interaction. (Smith 2012) 

 

2.4.2. Offline channels 

 

There are several offline channels that can be used for marketing, sometimes they are 

also referred to as traditional marketing channels: Newspapers, magazines, television, 

radio, cinema and outdoor advertising. Newspapers offer a high degree of reader 

loyalty, which is beneficial for prestige and reminder advertising and also for creating 

awareness or offering information on products. Moreover, local newspapers offer a 

geographical advantage as they are only read in certain areas, moreover they have 

higher penetration levels. Magazines also offer broad circulation, however most of 

them are specialized in some specific content, which enables targeting more efficiently. 

Although, magazines cost significantly more than newspapers, they offer high numbers 

of readers and clearly segmented readers. (Palmer 2000) According to McPheters 

(1991) magazines offer a very good target and research shows that households, who 

have been exposed to print advertising, spent seven percent more in supermarkets. In 

addition, print media can be an incremental in increasing sales for a brand or gaining 

market share, however it usually expands the market share of the brand in question, 

but not the category as a whole.  

 

Television is often used for creating brand awareness, but it is also beneficial for 

creating a quick sales response. It is seen as a credible source of information, which 

is evident when companies use the phrase ‘as seen on TV’ in other marketing 

communications. Television offers more, because it affects more senses in comparison 

to read media, with television the company can use both sight and sound. All these 

positive factors have a cost, which is quite sizable, making television very expensive 

and puts it out of reach for many smaller companies. The company also has to consider 
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production costs and segmenting, which is quite difficult with national channels. 

Nowadays, there are some channels that are more segmented, for instance sports 

channels or kids’ channels, which enables some segmentation for marketers (Palmer 

2000). Social TV is a rather new phenomenon and means multitasking with another 

device to communicate with family and friends, who are not watching the same screen, 

whilst watching television. This new phenomenon has increased the amount people 

watch television and thus also the exposure to television advertising, however there is 

a danger that people with multiple screens are distracted and won’t notice ads as well. 

(Bellman, Robinson, Wooley and Varan 2017) Draganska, Hartmann and Stanglein 

(2014) discuss the effectiveness of television advertising in term of brand building and 

in comparison, to internet advertising. People, who had been exposed to banner and 

rich media, had significantly lower brand knowledge and thus brand recall in 

comparison to people who had been exposed to television advertisements. But, when 

taking the pre-existing knowledge on the brand into account, there was no significant 

difference was found. This underlines the importance of precampaign surveys in order 

to determine marketing effectiveness.   

 

 

Radio is a much cheaper option to television advertising and has been gaining 

popularity in the recent years again. However, Radio advertising relies purely on 

sound, on the other hand it can be included in other activities like driving. There are 

also a lot of local radio channels, which allows geographical segmentation for 

marketing. Radio advertising is best used as a reminder and together with other media, 

but there is the risk that the audience does not understand or listen to the message. 

Cinema advertising suffers from lack of repetition, which disenables any lasting effect, 

but it can be useful as a supporting media for press and television advertising. Due to 

the captive situation of cinema, it is commonly used for promoting local services like 

taxi companies or food outlets. (Palmer 2000)  

 

Outdoor advertising is great for reminding customers and supports other media, which 

enables prolonging the effect of an advertisement seen or heard on television or radio. 

Well placed poster or billboards can be segmented as there are specific segments of 

customers travelling through certain places, but they can only offer simple 

communication. (Palmer 2000) According to Burrows (2012) the use of out-of-home 
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(OOH) media and mobile phones gives companies a different kind of edge in reaching 

their customers. OOH media generates more research on the brand through mobile 

phone than any other media and can be especially influential in planning stage of the 

customer journey or the pre-purchase stage, where the customers seeks information 

on products or services. Furthermore, OOH media seems to have the greatest 

influence on urban, young, mobile and connected customers, which also explains the 

high correlation on online searches on mobile phones.  

 

 

2.5. Fast moving consumer goods 

 

An important part of fast moving consumer goods is category management, which 

involves both the retailer and the manufacturer combining their efforts to enhance 

business results by delivering increased value for customers. Based on the category 

management theory, retailer’s profits, thus the manufacturer’s profits as well, are 

maximized with an optimal mix of brands, stock-keeping-units and pricing that are 

determined by customer perspectives and based on historical sales data. Category 

reviews usually result in the elimination of poorly performing SKU’s and duplicate 

products, but also into a small addition in the number of stock-keeping-units that 

enhance the category. Moreover, it will include changes in pricing, promotions, facings 

and the general organization of the category in the retail store. (Dupre and Gruen 2004) 

 

The FMCG industry is highly competitive, which means that the competition over 

consumers’ attention, resulting into a lot of promotions that cause strong peak sales. 

These promotions are typically planned by brand managers, who cooperate with 

retailers, usually in eight-week cycles to have enough time to produce extra inventory 

and necessary marketing material like displays. The results of promotion campaigns 

naturally depend on the competing brand managers’ actions during the time of the 

promotion and since that is unknown, it is hard to predict all the factors that influence 

the promotion. However, since the goal of brand managers is to differentiate their 

brand from others by price and advertisement, even the promotions might differ from 

each other, even if they happen at the same time. (Groot and Musters 2005) One way 

to differentiate is to by price, which of course can be dictated by the company that 

manufactures the good. In addition, there is also a linkage between the likelihood of 
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higher prices and investments in marketing for the brand. However, this is not the only 

way to acquire price premium for a brand, since differentiation is also a key strategy in 

order to stand out from competitors. Interestingly, the growth of organic foods market 

has reached its peak and the most innovative brands are now the functional food 

brands, which also experience large market expansion due to the fact that they are 

limited by regulations or hard competition. (Davcik and Sharma 2015) Research shows 

that brand authenticity can be developed in the FMCG industry by marketing 

communications that include advertising, sponsorship, social media and corporate 

social responsibility. This is essential in products that are mass marketed and are 

perceived as low involvement purchases by the customers. However, it is important to 

reach these customers before they enter the store in order to persuade them on the 

brand’s authenticity. In addition, improving brand authenticity, can help in clarifying the 

positioning of said brand. Although, these actions should be aligned with the general 

marketing strategy of the brand and be easily understandable for the target audience. 

Furthermore, as customers are more and more exposed to mass marketing and it is 

losing its effect, especially on millennials, making sponsorships and social media 

marketing increasingly important when respondents evaluated brand marketing 

communications. (Abhishek and McDonald 2018)  

 

2.5.1. Brewing and soft drink industry 

 

Generally, all marketing activities of hard liquor (over 22 % alcohol) are forbidden in 

Finland. However, there are some exceptions to the law, like advertising at point of 

sale or point of service (restaurants, bars). Advertising mild alcohol (21 % alcohol or 

less) is allowed with certain limitations, supermarkets and kiosks are only allowed to 

sell products that contain 5,5 % alcohol or less. Advertising on television or radio is not 

allowed between 7 and 22 and only allowed in cinemas when the movie in question is 

rated for adults (18 years old or higher). However, marketing is allowed when the radio 

or television is watched on demand and not live. Furthermore, it is forbidden to market 

mild alcoholic drinks in public areas and spaces, including billboards and other forms 

of outdoor advertising, which also prohibits sponsoring. Nonetheless, marketing is 

allowed in events like festivals or concerts (e.g. Flow Festival), as long as they are not 

events meant for children or adolescents. (Valvira 2018) 
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3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 

The framework for this research will exclude customer journey mapping as a process 

and focus on evaluating the current customer journey and all relevant touchpoints that 

are within that journey. The angle from which the for the customer journey will be 

analysed is described by Lemon and Verhoef (2016), dividing it to three separate 

stages: Pre-purchase stage, purchase stage and post-purchase stage. Moreover, the 

customer journey theory by Faulds et al. (2018) will be incorporated within the three 

purchase stages introduced by Lemon and Verhoef (2016), in order to gain a more 

profound understanding of the customer actions within those customer journey stages. 

In addition, to narrow down the specifics of the FMCG industry and brewing and soft 

drink industry, some alterations have to be taken into consideration. For instance, 

advertising alcoholic beverages in Finland is forbidden in public spaces and television 

and radio advertising for the same category is only allowed after 10 pm and until 7 am, 

which sets certain limitations to what the company or brand can do to communicate 

with their customers. Moreover, it is forbidden to advertise alcohol in connection with 

driving, increased performance or underlines alcohol as a positive thing. (Valvira 2018) 

The legislation also prevents to some extent answering customer questions on public 

posts, which limits further possible exposure. Moreover, it limits in-store marketing to 

the store area where the beverages are sold. (Janiina Gustavsson 2019). These 

legislations restrict the number of touchpoints that can be available in regards of 

alcoholic beverages and will increase the focus on the purchase stage, however brand 

marketing is still possible in the pre-purchase phase as long as it complies with the 

legislation. Nonetheless this should underline the importance of retail marketing, brand 

marketing in-store and product placement, since the legislation does not limit 

marketing in that specific place. Due to the nature of the fast moving consumer goods 

industry, the pre-purchase stage, especially information search is rather limited, 

because they are low involvement products. This also limits post-purchase actions or 

touchpoints and diminishes its meaning for the brand, thus making the performance of 

the product the primary influence on whether the consumer is happy or not.  

 

The figure 2 introduced earlier to map customer and brand actions during the customer 

journey has to be edited to suit the market and legislations in Finland. Thus, brand 
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marketing is considerably harder and due to the nature of fast moving consumer 

goods, there is minimal, or no customer service offered for consumers or information 

search on products prior to purchase, which shows in the adapted version in figure 4.  

 

 
Figure 4 - Janiina Gustvasson (2019), Lemon and Verhoef (2016) and Faulds et al. 

(2018).
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4. RESEARCH METHODS 
 

This chapter elaborates how the data for the study was collected. By introducing 

methods that have been used successfully in similar studies, the researcher justifies 

his choices for his own study. More specifically, it will include the justification for using 

two qualitative research methods for triangulation. The chapter also includes the 

reasoning on data collection, data analysis and sampling.  

 

Combining two qualitative research methods might be unorthodox, as generally a 

combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods is favoured, because the 

other provides statistical analysis and the other descriptive analysis. However, 

combining two qualitative research methods can ensure rich descriptive data, with a 

possibility of data triangulation. (Koopman-Boyden and Richardson 2013) Since, both 

methods are qualitative, it would be reasonable to consider that they would be 

substitutable. However, they are operated in different situations and can be rather 

considered as complementary methods. By combining the two methods, the 

researcher can study the phenomenon in a broader spectrum and in multiple angles. 

(Kaplowitz and Hoehn 2001) 

 

4.1. Qualitative research 

 

Qualitative research focuses on understanding phenomena and to discover the truth 

of why something is happening. Moreover, qualitative research aims to study its 

subject matter with an interpretive and naturalistic approach. The purpose is to uncover 

findings not by statistical approach or quantifying results, but study things in their 

natural setting and analyse the happening phenomena and its meaning. Often the 

researcher goes to the place of the participant in order to access details on the place 

or individual with their actual experiences. Typically, qualitative research can include 

the collection and use of a variety of empirical methods, like case study, interview, 

observation, historical, personal experience and so on, which can describe meaning 

for individuals or different kind of moments.  Consequently, methods like interviews or 

observations are popular in qualitative research, as they support interpretative studies 
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in comparison to surveys. (Bashir, Afzal and Azeem 2008) Whereas quantitative 

research aims to show causality between two or more variables, qualitative research 

focuses on understanding the situation more than to establish a cause and effect 

relationship. Hence, qualitative research relies on the idea that reality is not just a sum 

of parts, but there are also synergy effects. Qualitative research differs from 

quantitative research, because data collection, analysis and interpretation can to some 

extent happen simultaneously and separately as it typically is in quantitative research. 

(Gummesson 2005) 

 

Even though qualitative research is not straight forward, it is exploratory in its nature 

and helps to develop new concepts and theories. The challenge in qualitative research 

is in the analysis of the data, because the perspective on the examined phenomena, 

interpretations and social experiences play a more important role than the raw analysis 

of information. Qualitative research often faces claims of being a manipulative 

approach in terms of manipulating results in favour of a desired result of the research, 

although similar opinions can be used for quantitative research, where the researcher 

has to define the meaning of the findings. Whereas quantitative research yields 

statistical results, qualitative research yields rich descriptive information, which 

presents a challenge of how to communicate those findings into a few chapters of text. 

(Kapoulas and Mitic 2012) 

 

Both quantitative and qualitative research can be credited in creating theories, however 

the latter is considered to be more suitable for theory creation, due to the fact that it 

analyses the real world, whereas quantitative research is generally manipulated in a 

laboratory like situation and thus the complexity of the world is somewhat controlled. 

Qualitative research has four characteristics that can be considered important: 

ethnographic, contextual, experiential and case-analytic. Ethnographic knowledge 

refers to the immersion of the researcher to the investigated context and it allows the 

researcher to re-enact the findings in the research in an authentic manner. Obviously, 

the longer and fuller the immersion is the better is the information and experience 

gathered. Contextual knowledge means that the someone who possesses this 

researched information can slot into the phenomenon as easily as the people, who 

were part of the research context initially. It describes the setting or environment, 

where the phenomenon, topic or people studied are. Experiential knowledge quite 
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frankly assists in understanding the participants’ emotions, feelings, beliefs and how 

they make sense of the reality. The purpose is to understand the participants’’ 

experiences and the possible patterns behind them, which will help the researcher to 

understand the inner experiences of the participants. Case-analytic knowledge aims 

to describe the case to the fullest and in qualitative research, where researchers rely 

on rich and dense information on specific cases, the layers of knowledge can be 

infinite. This prevents manipulation and control of the date into numbers or statistics. 

(Cibangu 2013) 

 

There are five criteria that have been developed in order to determine the 

trustworthiness of qualitative research: credibility, dependability, confirmability, 

transferability and authenticity. Credibility refers to the truthfulness of the data, which 

is supported when the researcher describes the experiences of the research and 

verifies the research findings with the participants. Qualitative studies are considered 

credible, when people, who are in the same situation, recognize the descriptions of the 

study. Dependability of the data tests the repeatability of the study, for instance if 

another researcher follows the same steps of the research. It would be considered 

dependable if findings can be replicated with similar participants in similar conditions. 

Confirmability refers to ability to confirm the participants’ responses and not the 

researchers. Confirmability is supported by explaining how the study has arrived in 

certain conclusions or interpretations, which can be supported by providing insightful 

quotes from the respondents. Transferability refers to the possibility of applying the 

findings to other groups or settings. (Cope 2014) A criteria for qualitative research 

studies was initially developed by Guba and Lincoln in 1985, but it only included four 

of the five criteria mentioned above: credibility, dependability, confirmability and 

transformability. The fifth criteria, authenticity, was added in 1994. (Guba and Lincoln 

1994) A study is considered transferable, when the results have meaning to 

individuals, who were not part of the initial study. However, this criteria is cannot always 

be applied and only really works if the aim of the research is to make generalisations 

about a phenomenon. Authenticity refers to the fact of how the feelings and emotions 

of the participants’ experiences are expressed by the researcher. In order report these 

descriptive findings direct quotes from the participants are used. (Cope 2014) 
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Tracy (2010) expanded the criteria for excellent qualitative research originated by 

Guba and Lincoln and other researchers with the thinking that the criteria will should 

always be altered. The eight criteria are: 

• Worthy topic  

• Rich rigor 

• Sincerity  

• Credibility  

• Resonance  

• Significant contribution  

• Ethical  

• Meaningful coherence  

The research by Henderson (2002) discovered the following best practices for 

qualitative research and the researcher:  

• Stay objective  

• Create instant rapport with the respondents  

• Create a safe space for respondents to share more in-depth comments 

• Reach the client objectives without leading the respondents  

• Keep the emphasis of the research on the topic, not the opinions, personality, 

culture, race or creed of the moderator 

• Have the skill set needed to talk the respondents recruited  

• Be seen as the newest friend to the respondents, not an authority figure or 

someone wildly different  

 

 

4.1.1. Focus groups 

 

Focus groups have been gaining more popularity, especially community-based 

participatory research, where the research includes the community in order to identify 

problems or select strategies and methods that are valued by them.  The idea of focus 

groups is to gain insight on how the participants or community view the setting or 

problem. The actual interview setting follows a logical order that is pre-planned, but it 

also enables the participants to drift to topics that were not initially in the thoughts of 

the researcher. This presents the opportunity for the participants to voice their opinions 
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without the aim to reach a consensus, with the researcher keeping the participants 

engaged and records significant opinions and discussions. (Ivey 2011) Focus groups 

rely on the group dynamic concept, which means that the plan is to take advantage of 

the teamwork of the participants. Although, this can also lead to some participants 

withholding comments or peer pressure to agree with the other participants. A lot of 

these negatives are cancelled out with appropriate leadership skills by the researcher 

and by building rapport and trust with the participants. There is also a challenge 

regarding reliability, as in focus groups discussions and comments are often based on 

another comment, which means that the same result can be difficult to reach with a 

different group. (Carey 2016) 

 

The aim of focus groups is to make use of the interaction of the participants, when they 

comment on each other or question the opinion of others. This can increase the depth 

of the research data and uncover aspects that may have been deemed unreachable 

or hard to attain. A focus group situation can emphasize similarities or differences 

among participants and give detailed information on their experiences, perspectives 

and opinions. (Lambert and Loiselle 2008) Focus groups are an effective way for 

collecting rich and profound data regarding a topic or a phenomenon. However, the 

effectiveness is dependant on the amount of knowledge that the participants have on 

the research topic. If the research is regarding a marketing plan or to gather feedback, 

there is usually very little need to inform the participants beforehand. (Rothwell, 

Anderson and Botkin 2016)  

 

4.1.2. Interviews 

 

Individual interviews are one of the most popular research methods in qualitative 

research, because they typically offer accurate and detailed information on the 

participants knowledge, beliefs, thoughts and attitudes on a phenomenon. Interviews 

can deliver an accurate representation of the participant’s experiences if the questions 

that are asked are the right ones. They can vary from structured to semi-structured or 

even informal interviews depending on the topic that is researched and the aim of the 

research. Even though interviews are able to reach in-depth data, there is the chance 

that participants might not share every opinion or experience. Moreover, participants 
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might have a certain preference to a phenomenon and not remain neutral throughout 

the interview process, which would create bias. (Lambert and Loiselle 2008)  

 

Interviews are guided, depending on the structure, one-on-one sessions, where the 

same interview guide is used for each session in order compare the gathered data for 

similarities or differences. An interview has a lot of similarities with a face-to-face 

survey questionnaire, but interviews offer the possibility to understand the participant’s 

activities and perceptions. A major factor of individual interviews is that it is not affected 

by a group, whether it is positive or negative.  (Kaplowitz and Hoehn 2001) There are 

three key characteristics in research interviews: 1. the researcher adopts a passive 

role, which means that the researcher does not offer opinions, judge or answer 

questions. The focus of the researcher should be on recording what the interviewee 

says and ask questions that are open and non-directive. 2. The participant is not very 

informed, or in other words, the objectives of the research are not shared. The basis 

is that the participant should have all the knowledge and information that the 

researcher needs and by sharing more information it might bias the response of the 

participant. 3. Typically large part of the data is verbal, since the assumption is that the 

participants can simply tell the research what is necessary and there is no reason to 

do something else. These characteristics underline the strength of qualitative research, 

as it can show the perspective of the respondent in their own words and without any 

bias. (Desai 2010) In order to reveal these perspectives, it is imperative that the 

interview setting becomes a conversation, where the participant talks from a personal 

viewpoint. In addition, to actually reach insights of participants’ experiences, the data 

collected has to be rich and descriptive, which includes the person’s intentionality 

among physical and social context. This can be considered very important in qualitative 

research, as rich data is often connected with credibility and strength of the research. 

Rich data includes thick description, thick interpretation and thick meaning, although 

this presents a challenge to the researcher to be selective in their focus. (Schlutze and 

Avital 2011) 

 

4.1.3. Mixing qualitative methods 

 

Traditionally when research methods are mixed, one is quantitative and the other is 

qualitative, usually the latter being the secondary method supporting the quantitative 
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research, which is the primary research method. Nonetheless, there are also reasons 

for combining two different qualitative research methods, for instance confirming the 

results with a second research method, elaborating or enhancing the insights acquired 

from the first research method or completing the results and attaining more profound 

results by combining two different qualitative research methods. Combining two 

qualitative methods are suitable for understanding complex matters and social 

experiences, which allows a multi-dimensional approach on experiences. (Koopman-

Boyden and Richardson 2013) According to the research of Carter, Bryan-Lukosiois, 

DiCenso, Blythe and Neville (2014), combining individual interviews and focus groups 

with the aim of data triangulation can result in broader understanding of the 

phenomenon. Using only one data collection method can cause the omission of some 

participants and narrow the results, because only attaining partial information on the 

phenomenon. Even though focus groups and individual interviews are both qualitative 

research methods, research shows that they are not substitutes, but rather 

complementary methods that offer differentiating perspectives. Either method is not 

superior over the other, but they offer different ecosystems and thus also a broader 

information from participants and their perceptions on the topic. Hence, researchers 

should use both methods. (Kaplowitz and Hoehn 2001) 

 

Triangulation originates from navigating where the unknown location is found in the 

intersection combining three different trajectories. In research it refers to using two or 

more methods to answer the same problem or explain the phenomenon and confirming 

whether the provide the same results. Combining different methods, like focus group 

interviews, mapping and photography rather complemented each other and helped to 

establish a more holistic picture of the perspectives of the participants. (Hemming 

2008) When there is similar result, achieved by two different methods, the research 

can be considered more valid. This type of triangulation is also the most commonly 

used, combining two or more methods to harness comparable data. The concept of 

triangulation relies on the fact that it prevents the weakness of any single research 

method by countering it with another method. Moreover, there is an assumption that 

the multiple methods do not share the same weakness or potential of bias. (Jick 1979) 

 

There are several reasons for researchers to use two different qualitative methods in 

their research as they can offer complementary insights on the phenomenon. Three 
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different reasonings help justify combining focus groups and interviews: Firstly, 

pragmatic or practical reasons. Secondly, to have the opportunity to compare and 

contrast the views and opinions of the participants. Thirdly, combining two qualitative 

methods in order to achieve data completeness and/or confirmation with the second 

method to the results of the first. Practical reasons can include offering individual 

interviews to participants, who were not willing to take part in the focus group. 

Furthermore, this can prevent some refusals from the research as participants can 

choose the preferred method, they want to take part in. To compare and contrast views 

of participants, the research would need different participants to attend in the focus 

groups and interviews. Although, using triangulation and determining one sub-group 

of participants only uses for instance interviews may be hard to justify, because the 

sources can be hard to compare as there are different participant groups and methods. 

In the case of data completeness, the assumption is that the methods will reveal 

different aspects of the research topic and those will complement each other and thus 

deliver a more complete understanding. When combining focus groups and interviews, 

there is no guideline on which should come first as it is the researcher’s choice. 

Although, there is the chance that one data source might be considered more accurate. 

Nonetheless, there are challenges if the methods are considered equal. As the aim of 

the study, the reasoning for the two methods and the weight of both obtained data sets 

should be considered, in order to attain the value-addition that the combination offers. 

(Lambert and Loiselle 2008)  

 

4.2. Data collection 

 

4.2.1. Data collection in focus groups 

 

Collecting data in focus groups can be tricky, as there are several people involved and 

not just conversation to observe. Since, there are many participants involved 

simultaneously, the interactions and reactions to comments should also be recorder, 

in addition to the actual comments of course. The number of participants also poises 

the challenge to connect comments to the right participant, although the researcher 

has to be careful not to interfere whilst collecting data or get distracted from the 

coordination of the participants. 
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Tape-recording is generally used to collect data in focus groups, as it leaves the 

researcher free to engage and guide the participants, however it does not record non-

verbal interactions. These can be recorded by taking notes, but in order to not distract 

the researcher, a second person should take notes. Written notes on quotes can help 

later to determine exactly who said what on the recorded tape, otherwise the 

researcher would have to determine the person by the voice. (Sim 1998) Similar view 

is offered by the research of Greenwood, Kendrick, Davies and Gill (2017), as they 

also point out that the standard for collecting data in both focus groups and interviews 

is by tape-recording. The act of writing down the comments from the audio tape of the 

focus group is called transcribing and the aim is to as closely as possible to pick up 

what said and how it was said. Transcribing has an imperative role in quality of the 

research, since it can affect the result quite dramatically. If the transcribing is not 

accurate due to the perceptions of the transcriber, bad audio or some other 

malfunction, the collected audio data may be interpreted wrongly. In order to minimize 

human error, the person transcribing should be present at the focus groups. In addition, 

writing down notes during the focus groups will lessen the risk of error, as mentioned 

above. (Scott, Sharp, O’Leary, Dehaeck, Hindmarsch, Moore and Osmond 2008)  

 

The reasoning of audio recording is quite straightforward and justified in order to collect 

all the data that is available. Moreover, to record non-verbal communication there will 

be another person writing down notes, in addition to the researcher, who acts as the 

focus group moderator. This will also help to determine, which voice belongs to which 

participant and help link the voice recording to significant non-verbal communication 

when the transcribing of the audio is done. Furthermore, with a second person taking 

notes, the researcher is free to engage and guide the participants, if an especially 

interesting topic is breached or the conversation gets too far from the point.  

 

4.2.2. Data collection in interviews 

 

The most common type of interview is the semi-structured interview. It combines 

preplanned questions per to the interview guide but leaves the possibility for the 

researcher to ask follow-up questions, if something interesting is discovered or there 

is need for further clarification. There are many methods to record interviews, such as 
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audio recording, notes taken during the interview and notes written after the interview 

has finished. Generally, participants are quite open to audio recording, but it needs a 

rather quiet surrounding. Taking notes in the middle of the interview has advantages 

and disadvantages. When taking notes during the interview, there is a slighter chance 

of missing any details, but it can distract the researcher from actively listening to the 

participant. A solution is to write key words and phrases down and then elaborate on 

them after the interview to have a more complete understanding written down. (Doody 

and Noonan 2013) These methods will be applied to this research, with the exemption 

of audio recording, because these interviews take place in a public space, during the 

purchasing stage, there might be too much noise in the background. Thus, the 

researcher has decided to write down key words during the interview and write more 

comprehensive notes after the interview.  

 

There are three reasons for taking notes both during and after the data collection or 

interview. Firstly, it works as a backup if the other data recording method should fail or 

malfunction. Secondly, it can complement recorded audio. Meaning that with notes the 

researcher can take notice on different kinds of gestures and facial expressions. 

Moreover, notes can help if the interviewee is speaking rather quietly and the recording 

is not fully conclusive. Thirdly, if notes are taken during interview, the notes can serve 

as an initial analysis. When the interview is over, the notes can be used to summarize 

the talking points and verify the comments made by the participants. In addition, 

debriefing the notes to another researcher or assistant can help to achieve data 

saturation. (Ranney, Meisel, Choo, Garro, Sasson and Morrow Guthrie 2015) 

 

4.3. Data analysis 

 

There are two different approaches to qualitative data analysis, the deductive approach 

and the inductive approach. The deductive approach relies on using a predetermined 

framework or theory to analyse the data and is commonly used when the researcher 

is already aware of probable answers. The inductive approach is the opposite, as it 

includes analysing data without any predetermined theory or framework and is useful 

when the possible answers are generally unknown. One inductive approach is maybe 

the most common method of analysing qualitative data, the thematic content analysis, 

which is based on the grounded theory. Thematic content analysis includes analysing 
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transcripts of data, in order to identify themes. (Burnard, Gill, Stewart, Treasure and 

Chadwick 2008) 

  

The qualitative analysis differs from the quantitative analysis, since in quantitative 

analysis the emphasis is on correlations and handling the data as an independent and 

in qualitative analysis the aim is to find similarities and connections in the participants 

comments that describe their experiences or the phenomenon in question. Finding 

commonalities in the data is also called theme development. Analysing the differences 

between participants and drawing on own experiences as well as theoretical 

perspectives, the researcher can conduct a reliable and valid analysis. Moreover, final 

theories can be linked to earlier defined hypotheses, theory or some other framework. 

(Ranney et al. 2015) Themes are simply put just generalisations of the rich data 

acquired from the participants’ answers and experiences. Themes often are comprised 

of conceptual codes, subcodes and relationship codes, which helps link concepts to 

each other. Themes can also be developed by a comparative analysis of concepts that 

coded in different groups. With a comparative analysis, the researcher can determine 

whether concepts or perspectives are more probable or experienced in a different 

manner in different groups. (Bradley, Curry and Devers 2007) 

 

In this research the researcher will attempt to create themes of the data that has been 

recorded from the participants. This means that there will be an inductive approach to 

the research analysis. However, a deductive approach will be used for the initial 

analysis, based on the conceptual framework. The inductive approach will follow 

throughout the rest of the research. The transcriptions will be analysed in detail with 

the aim to find commonalities that can help develop themes. Moreover, the interview 

data is expected to help verify and confirm the findings from the focus groups, so in 

other words it is a triangulation method. 

 

 

4.4. Sampling 

 

In qualitative research the signal for stopping sampling, is known as saturation or 

redundancy of information, which means that sequential interviews yield no new 

information. Themes and concepts are repeated multiple times and new ones do not 
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emerge; the researcher can conclude that redundancy has been achieved. Moreover, 

all questions should be answered before saturation has been reached. There is no 

strict rule for how many interviews or focus groups a qualitative research should have, 

but questions can be raised regarding representation of the of the focus groups if there 

are fewer than two. (Cleary, Horsfall and Hayter 2014) The same view is shared by the 

research of Marshall, Cardon, Poddar and Fontenot (2013), as analysing previous 

studies revealed that there is little justification on sample size, even if the sample is 

considered big or small. Contrarily, previous researchers sited literature on data 

saturation as their sampling justification. Hence, it makes sense that in this research 

there are two focus groups comprised of six people each and an estimated 8 to 12 

interviews, depending on how quickly data saturation is achieved.  

 

There are many different methods of sampling, varying from non-probability 

techniques to probability sampling. The difference is that in non-probability sampling, 

the researches issues some control to the sampling and the participants are not 

entirely chosen by random. Quota sampling is one of the non-probability sampling 

methods, in which the persons chosen are selected based on predetermined 

characteristics in order to attain an ideal representation of all sub-groups. (Gorny and 

Napierala 2016) Another non-probability sampling method is convenience sampling. 

Sampling is made by availability of the participants; they may also be previously known 

to the researcher. This means that the participants are chosen based on how easy 

they are to reach and attend the research, however this prevents other possible eligible 

participants to be selected. (Özdemir, St. Louis and Topbas 2011) Quota sampling was 

chosen to replicate the target market of both Happy Joe and Upcider as closely as 

possible, which means consumers that are between the ages of 18-39 and with roughly 

one third of the participants should be men, whilst the majority will be women. 

Convenience sampling was combined in order to make up for the limited resources 

available and to have greater success in the sampling efforts, as they were partly 

outsourced to an employee of Hartwall, more specifically the participants for the focus 

groups. Simply, the employee chose the participants based on the quotas from all her 

social networks that were convenient places to gather participants for the focus groups.
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5. RESEARCH RESULTS 
 

In this chapter the results of the study are presented. It is written based on the audio 

recordings and notes made during the focus groups and notes that were taken whilst 

the individual interviews were concluded. After introducing the results, themes are 

developed based on the answers, first separately and then combining the two 

qualitative research methods. 

 

5.1. Focus groups 

 

5.1.1. Focus group 1 

 

In the first group there were a total of six participants, from which five were women and 

one was a man. The participants were all between 20 and 30 years of age, which suits 

the target market for both Happy Joe and Upcider. Overall the group was very open, 

talkative and open to each other’s opinions without interrupting someone, whilst they 

were sharing their opinion or experiences. However, all of them seemed to agree very 

often with the opinions of the other participants, which is somewhat questionable.   

 

Gender  Place of residence  Education level Cider consuming 

habits 

Female Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Purchase split 50/50 

between cider and 

beer, habits depend 

on purchase volume 

Female Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Usually purchases 

1-2 bottles, because 

its rather sweet. 

Male Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Purchases 

occasionally, buys 

more beer. 
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Female Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Regularly purchases 

cider, volumes vary 

greatly  

Female Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Almost always buys 

some cider, less 

than 5.  

Female Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Buys more wine, but 

also cider in smaller 

amounts. 

Table 1 - Focus group 1 participants 

 

The group discussed several situations, where they use alcoholic beverages and the 

most popular situations are celebrating, social situations, acknowledging special 

moments, combined with food or to underline important moments. The different 

moments of consuming were obvious, when the participants described their most 

recent purchase. Depending on the occasion, the volume of purchase varied quite 

significantly. In big volume purchases, the participants favoured previously known 

brands with value for money attitude. In smaller volumes, factors like packaging or 

brand image had more influence on the decision. Furthermore, in smaller purchases 

the participants had a tendency to favour products that are considered to be premium 

or super premium based on their price level. Four of the six participants discussed that 

Happy Joe is their go-to-brand in ciders currently and recognised or at least felt that 

their taste has evolved from younger years, from sweeter ciders towards drier ciders. 

This was also evident as the brand of choice for some participants previously was 

Upcider, after which they moved to Somersby, followed by Happy Joe. Although, 

Upcider does have very dry ciders in its portfolio, the participants perceived it as the 

sweetest and connected it with their adolescent years. 

 

 The group was quite unanimous in how they try new brands. When a product looks 

attractive, especially its etiquette has to be appealing. In certain situations, it was 

important that the product was available in cold and not in the regular warm shelf. 

However, with familiar brands all participants considered themselves as quite loyal and 

repeatedly purchased a small pool of brands. 
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During the purchasing phase, in the store, an interesting point arose. Depending, if the 

store is familiar, the participants behaved differently. In familiar stores, it was typical to 

go straight to the familiar products. Whereas, in unfamiliar stores, they were more open 

to wander around the store and be more open to touchpoints that they might encounter. 

In addition, they were more open to try new products, because they would not head 

straight to their usual choice. At the actual section in the store, the participants 

expressed anxiety if they countered a messy department, meaning too much selection, 

not organized by brands or teared up multipacks. An appealing department should 

include, shelves filled to the front and it is organized by brand blocks and separating 

different packaging options from each other. All of the participants had trouble 

remembering touchpoints, even though they were given a quick brief on what they can 

be. After revisiting the subject again and introducing touchpoints, most of the 

participants conceded being exposed to several touchpoints, although somewhat 

subconsciously.  

 

When pressed about touchpoints regarding Happy Joe and Upcider, especially those 

that happen outside the supermarket, Happy Joe was significantly more frequently 

remembered. The participants had difficulties to differentiate Happy Joe’s own social 

media advertising and social media posts made by their friends and acquaintances. 

Happy Joe has generated a considerable amount of activity on for instance Instagram, 

they said, referring to pictures with the bottle and the aphorism in the bottle cap. 

Moreover, the general opinion was that Happy Joe is more visible in bars and 

restaurants, festivals, events and supermarkets, partly due to the unique bottle shape. 

None of the participants recalled any recent touchpoints regarding Upcider. However, 

they did have vague memories about old commercials that Upcider had when they 

were still underage. This jolted a lot of memories from the participants’ high-school 

times and a link between their younger consumer years and Upcider was established. 

Many of them remembered drinking Upcider, when they were younger, and a few 

remember the packaging type as well. Although, the six pack was often by mistake 

mixed with Somersby. After talking about Upcider a while, the participants started 

remembering that they had seen the brand in supermarkets, but none of them had 

bought or drank it in several years.  
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During the actual purchase and brand choice, the participants once more underlined 

the importance of the situation, in which the products are used and how it affects their 

behaviour in the supermarket. For instance, availability of cooled beverages is highly 

influential, when the intention is to consume the products immediately after purchase. 

All things considered, all six participants had a few regular brands or a “brand pool”, 

from which they usually made their choice. New products could in some cases 

influence the choice, although new products from familiar brands were favoured, as 

they were perceived as less risky in comparison to unfamiliar brands. Price was also 

named as a criterion in the choice, but it was usually the last criteria and only used 

when the brand was in other ways equal. A few of the participants had very strong 

opinions towards private label brands, they perceived them as cheap, unattractive and 

the general opinion was that products on the lower shelfs are cheaper. Products that 

are roughly on eye-sight height gained most consideration from the participants, most 

of the earlier mentioned brands (Happy Joe, Somersby etc.) are typically located in 

those areas, according to the participants.  

 

The brand pool of all the participants included Somersby, Crowmoor and Happy Joe, 

with Happy Joe named as the number one choice. This was due to the appearance of 

the brand, the perceived dryness of the portfolio and the aphorism bottle caps. 

Somersby was generally perceived a bit sweeter, although they were substitutes for 

each other for all six of the participants. Regarding sweetness, the participants 

highlighted their preference to more dryer ciders and said: “When I want something 

sweeter, I take Somersby Pear, when I want something fresher, I choose Happy Joe 

in a glass bottle”. During the conversation of their favourite brands, one of the 

participants remember also Happy Joe’s Christmas edition “Merry Joe”, although she 

didn’t remember if the taste was any different to the regular Happy Joe Cloudy Apple. 

Upcider did not get into anyone’s’ brand pool and only reached their consideration, if 

they for some reason were in a situation where the beverage should be closed, as the 

bottle of Upcider has a screw top or in a rare situation, where there are no other choices 

left.  

 

As it was quickly discovered, the shelf positioning of the products matters to the 

participants. Optimal shelf positioning is roughly on eye-sight level, meaning not too 

high or too low. Depending on the height of the customer, it would probably be 2nd and 
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3rd shelfs from the top. Products that are on these shelves seem to get more 

consideration from the participants, whereas products that are on lowest two shelves 

get easily discarded as not potential purchases.  

 

When asked about are there any brands that the participants felt that are theirs or the 

entire opposite, a few of them pointed out factors that make them connect with brands 

or not. Brands that the participants felt connected with had an appealing design and 

good taste, whereas brands that they did not connect with were mainly private label 

brands due to the image of getting cheaply drunk. A brand could get into the good 

graces of the participants by being environmentally friendly or being charitable, even if 

it would raise the price slightly. On the other hand, if the manufacturer of a brand is 

involved in a scandal like not treating its employees responsibly, would result in 

boycotting all the brands of the manufacturer in question. But, many of the participants 

did not know, which manufacturer owns which brand. So, if a manufacturer received 

either good or bad publicity, it would be difficult to know which brand to promote or 

boycott.  

 

New product promotion is always crucial to the launch of the product, but the 

conversation with the participants revealed there is room for improvement. Even 

though, they had been exposed to the promotion of a new product, it did not result into 

a need to buy immediately. The participants agreed that they usually remembered the 

advertisements, after they saw the product whilst browsing. More influential methods 

were introduced that the participants felt more persuasive and rememberable. 

Methods like recommendations from friends, commercial cooperation between brands 

and influencers are generally perceived as more reliable in comparison to brand 

marketing. Social statements like the Gay Joe campaign by Happy Joe the past year 

for sexual equality, was greeted with praise and all of the participants wished for more 

and bigger statements.  

 

5.1.2. Focus group 2 

 

In the second group there were a total of seven participants, from which five were 

women and two were men. The participants were all between 20 and 35 years of age, 

which suits the target market for both Happy Joe and Upcider. Overall the second 
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group was a bit less proactive and talkative, but open to each other’s opinions. 

Moreover, these participants did not seem to agree on each other’s opinions so easily 

but offered alternatives instead. 

 

Gender Place of residence Education level Cider consuming 

habits 

Female Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Regularly buys 

cider, mostly for 

weekends or after-

work 

Female  Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Buys typically a  

few, because its 

usually cold and 

refreshing.  

Male Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Beer is typical 

purchase, likes 

testing cider for the 

different flavour 

options. 

Female  Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Purchasing varies 

depending on the 

situation, increases 

during the summer, 

usually the first drink 

and in social 

situations. 

Female Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Also prefers it on 

the terrace and 

during the summer, 

a milder alternative 

for wine. 

Male  Capital region Tertiary 

education 

Prefers sparkling 

wine, but tends to 
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start the evening 

with a few ciders, 

because its milder. 

Female Capital region Tertiary 

education 

A smaller and less 

alcoholic option than 

wine, usually buys a 

few. 

Table 2 - Focus group 2 participants 

 

The second group recognised several different situations, where they use alcoholic 

beverages. Most common situations that came up were after work drinks, parties, 

socialising with friends, terrace during the summer, sauna and cottage. The 

participants were instructed to compare and discuss how they usually consume ciders, 

one of them had just bought and tried a new cider the past weekend, because it was 

something new to her. For one man it was mostly about experiencing new flavours and 

cider offers an alternative to beer. He liked to try new and different things, tempted by 

appealing brands or differentiated packaging, all in all something out of the ordinary. 

For one person, most consumption happened during university activities and she also 

highlighted that she buys ciders more during the summer months. Ciders were also 

mentioned as starter drinks, because they don’t really get associated with food, 

whereas wine does. Moreover, cider was considered handy due to the portion size and 

the possibility to take it with you.  

 

The decision-making process during the customer journey was discussed next. One 

of the men said that he only buys certain brands, which were Happy Joe and Orchard 

Thieves. The other man, who enjoyed new flavours, usually buys different products 

every time, but buys something familiar and low risk for his significant other. For one 

participant it was more dependent on the situation at hand, when purchasing a few 

products there was more trying of new products that were more expensive or special. 

But when she was purchasing a bigger volume, the price-quality relation was more 

important and only brands in six packs were in consideration. For one participant there 

are a few favourite brands that are in her mind before going to the supermarket and 

she hopes those products are in the selection. Another participant had similar usage 
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with certain brand preferences, but she usually made her choice at the aisle after 

seeing the selection. A few of the participants, who had no specific brand in mind, 

agreed that when they are buying smaller volumes, they tend to buy something special, 

in a bottle and something that has not been tried before. Naturally, if the consumption 

happens immediately after purchase, the selection that is cooled has significant 

influence. 

 

The group had similar preferred brands as the first, Happy Joe, Crowmoor and some 

cheaper option like private label. The risk in unfamiliar brands was that If the dryness 

of the product is not clearly mentioned, the consumer can accidentally buy a cider, 

which is too sweet or dry. A secure way to try new products is to try new products from 

a familiar brand that has been experienced as a reliable one. A wrong brand image, 

for instance that has very artificial taste, is a purchase barrier. Unfamiliar brands get 

tested very equally, across all the flavours. New products are described as more 

tempting as old ones, this applies also for new products from a familiar brand.  

 

After briefly informing what are touchpoints, the participants acknowledged several 

touchpoints that they have experienced and influence their decision-making in their 

customer journey. The influence of friends was described as significant, as it can easily 

lead into trying a brand. The availability and placement of coolers can be influential for 

the participants, especially in smaller supermarkets, because they consider it as 

stimulating and exciting. However, one participant felt that coolers with doors have the 

most commonly purchased products, so he intends to avoid those to experience new 

products and flavours. Big marketing campaigns also received credit and lead into 

trying the product in question, followed with repeated purchase.  

 

Touchpoints that were specifically of Happy Joe and Upcider were also discovered. 

The touchpoint in supermarket was the most frequently mentioned and received 

praise, because Happy Joe was usually found quite centrally in the main aisle or at 

special extra display to complement the main selection. The packaging, mainly the 

bottle, was seen as easily recognizable. Happy Joe was also described as a very 

secure and easy choice and the entire range is quite close in terms of flavour. 

Moreover, the brand is still described as attractive and fresh, with an international vibe 

to it.  
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Upcider was described as a risk, because the range has more variance in terms of 

flavour and dryness. As the first group mentioned, the screw top was seen as benefit. 

In general, the second group drew very similar conclusions, by linking Upcider to their 

younger years, which was more on the negative side. The perception is that Upcider 

has a very artificial and sweet flavour and the brand is worn out, thus it is avoided and 

not bought by the participants. A few of the participants remember an old Upcider 

advertisement though that was roughly five years old.  

 

In the purchase stage there are a few factors that the participants consider as 

influential. First of all, product placement was mentioned and in a rush the participant 

went for familiar products. Craft ciders were usually described as being very confusing 

and the participants had to be extra precise, when choosing from these products. 

Secondly, if the selection is very messy the participants might by more by random, 

although Happy Joe was usually found centrally and seen as attractive. The group 

agreed that inspecting and comparing new products takes time and thus it cannot be 

considered if there is a rush. A similar negative perception to the lowest shelves was 

expressed and that the main browsing area is roughly on eye-sight shelves, especially 

if there is a hurry. Products from the lower shelves only reached their consideration, if 

the brand was previously known. Although, it was pointed out that if the supermarket 

is small it does not matter as much and known brands are bought no matter where 

they are placed.  

 

The group agreed that plastic bottle as a packaging method is very unattractive, glass 

bottle gives the best and premium feeling. However, sometimes the regular bottle cap 

was considered somewhat challenging. The unique bottle, the aphorism in the bottle 

cap and dry taste were considered as advantages for Happy Joe.  

 

The participants differed a lot in the question, whether they had chosen the brand 

before entering the supermarket. Whereas, one would say no and that it depends what 

is in the coolers, another would follow the brand pool style and choose from a few 

favourite brands. All participants, besides one, were open to impulse purchases and 

tempted by new products by both unfamiliar and familiar brands. The group felt very 

strongly that the supermarket should communicate more clearly about the new 
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products by somehow making them standout, because now they easily get lost in the 

mass. The communication should be classy, because a sticker on the shelf that says 

new is not considered interesting. Placing new products or seasonal products front or 

end of the aisle would be clear way to lift those products from the usual selection. A 

good recent experience was mentioned, the launch of Original Long Drink Orange was 

noticed in supermarkets, as the entire shelf was orange and couldn’t be missed, which 

lead to curiosity and purchase.  

 

The participants reacted very differently to brand marketing. Usually, marketing was 

only remembered once the product was spotted in store. The campaign would have to 

be very unique, in order to make the consumer make the decision of buying 

beforehand. One participant considered herself as a victim of marketing and she would 

easily try products that are marketed to her. It was also mentioned that marketing 

campaigns imply of new products. 

 

As this group mentioned that they frequently choose from a pool of brands, they were 

asked how a brand can get in the pool. General image of the brand, taste, 

attractiveness and price-quality combination were the biggest criterion. However, the 

situation also influences in terms of volume and cooled products. If the brand 

demonstrates similar values to the consumer, it will gain more interest among the 

participants. Moreover, highlighting environmentally friendliness, quality ingredients 

and that the product is domestic is considered an advantage. On the other hand, if the 

brand does very aggressive marketing or the production facilities are not above board, 

the brand will get easily boycotted.  

 

Generally, the participants did not want to link the brand to the manufacturer. It was 

part of the attractiveness that a brand is independent, cool and international. In case 

of Happy Joe, one participant only found out that Hartwall is the manufacturer after 

already creating affliction with the brand. When the brand is independent it also 

communicates its own feeling in a more effective way and often the participants don’t 

even think, who the manufacturer even is. Linking the manufacturer to the brand was 

only considered an advantage if the reputation of the manufacturer is extremely 

positive. On the other hand, if the manufacturer is known and involved in a scandal, 

the brands would be boycotted very easily. There were no brands that the participants 
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would not try based on brand image. Products that are discarded had been tried and 

it was mentioned that fruit pictures in labels were a bad sign.  

 

5.1.3. Themes of the focus groups 

 

The use of alcoholic beverages was very similar in both groups, situations including 

celebrations, social situations and with cuisine. These different situations made a 

difference in the way all the participants purchase ciders. Depending on the situation, 

it affects the purchase volume, brand choice and willingness to try new products. 

Generally, when volumes are smaller the participants were more open to new products 

that were either considered premium or super premium ciders. In bigger purchases, 

value for money and minimal risk regarding taste were important. Roughly half of the 

participants had made their brand choice, before entering the store 

 

For a new product to stand out, it was imperative that the packaging was attractive. A 

glass bottle was the preferred package and the etiquette should be attractive enough 

to draw interest without knowing the taste. As dryness was mentioned several times 

as one of the taste criteria, this should also be clearly communicated in the product. 

The participants agreed that new products always present a risk and thus they are 

more inclined to try new products from familiar brands, from which they have positive 

previous experience. Many participants had a brand pool of a few brands that they 

usually bought, and it included Somersby, Happy Joe, Crowmoor and sometimes a 

private label brand.  

 

Product placement in store was an influential factor in the decision making, if the store 

is not a small one, where all the products are very compactly presented. Ideally the 

selection should be organized by brand, with different packaging types separated and 

shelves filled to the front. Eye-sight level was the considered the best, when the brand 

decision was made at the aisle, but if the decision was made previously it did not matter 

as much. The lowest shelf was generally perceived as negative and created a negative 

connection with the products that were placed there. Coolers were only considered 

important, when the products were consumed immediately after purchase, but one 

participant felt that traditional coolers with doors were a red flag and indication for mass 

products. Placing the product in several places in addition to the main selection place 
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influenced the participants, made the brand more noticeable and created a positive 

experience. 

 

Packaging was considered very important by all the participants in both familiar and 

unfamiliar brands. Glass bottle was considered the most appealing package type, as 

it communicates a more premium feeling in comparison to an aluminium can or plastic 

bottle. The etiquette should be appealing as well, because it influences the decision 

making of the participants greatly. Happy Joe was the standout product in terms of 

packaging and received a lot of praise for the aphorism that is inserted in the bottle 

cap. These were mentioned as reasons for repeatedly buying the brand. Upcider and 

the plastic bottle were considered outdated and perceived negatively.  

 

Brand marketing was not considered very influential by the participants. Although, 

memorable big campaigns were noticed and helped in the launch of new products to 

make the customers try the product, which is important as sampling of alcohol 

beverages is forbidden. Often the participants did not remember seeing brand 

marketing until they noticed the product in the supermarket, so it did not create a direct 

purchase need. However, social media was considered somewhat influential and in 

the case of Happy Joe brand marketing in social media was often mixed with social 

media posts by friends. Recommendations by friends and influencer marketing was 

considered more reliable in comparison to brand marketing. Friends and influencers 

were perceived as less bias and thus more trustworthy in their judgement.  

 

As mentioned earlier, many of the participants had a handful of brands, which they 

regularly bought. A brand was considered likeable, when it communicated similar 

values to the consumers, the brand itself is not worn out, the products had good taste, 

which generally meant the cider should be dry and the packaging was appealing. 

Furthermore, positive image could be built by social statements, like the Gay Joe 

campaign by Happy Joe and by being environmentally friendly and socially 

responsible.  
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5.2. Interviews 

 

All of the interviews were one on one interviews that were held immediately after the 

purchase decision was made. Interviews were conducted in the capital of Finland, 

Helsinki, in a K-Supermarket, which is the second biggest grocery store of the Kesko 

company. The researcher approached the interviewees, once they had made their 

choices at the aisle and started moving towards the registers. The supermarket or its 

personnel did not participate in the interviews in anyway, although the shopkeeper was 

consulted on the research beforehand, in order to gain permission for the interviews 

and insight on high traffic times at the store. There was no exact number of interviews 

set beforehand, but with the aim that once data saturation is achieved, there are 

enough interviews completed, which resulted in eight interviews.  

 

First interviewee was a 27-year-old woman, who at this specific purchase selected 

three cans of Crowmoor cider. She described herself as very brand loyal, as she most 

of the time consumes Crowmoor ciders and according to her is very sceptical of other 

brands, as she has had bad experiences when she had tried unfamiliar brands in the 

past. Her most important criteria in ciders is dryness, but her attention could be caught 

with stylish packaging, which should be a glass bottle with graphical design. As she is 

very focused on one brand and rarely browses the selection, she does not place great 

value on either brand marketing or product placement in the supermarket but concedes 

that she never looks at the highest shelf.  

 

The second participant was a woman in her early thirties. The most important factor 

for her was also dryness, but she does not make the brand decision until she reaches 

the aisle, where all the products are located. She regularly buys ciders and does have 

a few preferred brands or a brand pool, which includes at least Somesby and Happy 

Joe. This time, she chose two different ciders, one Somersby and one YesYes. Brand 

marketing only had influence on her, if it communicated similar values and lifestyle as 

she has. Moreover, the marketing campaign should clearly demonstrate dryness and 

the flavour, as she considered sweet ciders as gross. Since she does not decide the 

brand until at the aisle, product placement could be significant for her, but she tends 

to browse quite long until making her decision. “Products that are nice, clear and 
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aesthetic get my attention and I might try those if the overall feeling is good.” Meaning 

that she is quite open for new products or flavours.  

 

Third interviewee was a bit over twenty and told that her favourite brand is Sherwood, 

which she bought two cans of. Although, she has one favourite brand it did not mean 

that she would not buy other brands. To her the taste of the products is the ultimate 

criterion however, to get her attention the package should be colourful. It did not make 

any difference to her whether the product was offered in a can or a bottle. She does 

not pay much attention to where products are placed in the store but said that she 

preferred cooled drinks over warm ones. She admitted to being influenced a lot by her 

friends’ opinions and recommendations and that she is easily influenced by brand 

marketing as well, making her very vulnerable to all kinds of touchpoints.  

 

The fourth participant was a 24-year-old woman, who purchased one Orchard Thieves 

cider and one YesYes cider. She favours vegetarian and vegan brands in general and 

this translates to ciders and alcoholic beverages as much as possible. Due to this, she 

meticulously inspects the ingredients lists of all possible products. She seemed a bit 

contradicting in the way that she chooses products, as most of the time she decides 

the brand before entering the store. However, she considers trying new products fun 

and due to her height, she does not usually pay much attention to the upper shelves. 

When asked for more details on brand selection, she got more precise and said that in 

a rush she thinks the brand beforehand and usually chooses a familiar brand, whilst 

when there is time, she can inspect new products and their ingredients.  

 

The fifth interviewee was a woman, roughly in her mid-twenties. She uses the brand 

pool tactic that has been mentioned a couple of times earlier. Her favourite brands 

include most of the big ones, Somersby, Crowmoor and Happy Joe. However, the 

actual choice between those brands happens at the supermarket and the only time 

when coolers play a role is when the consumption happens immediately after 

purchase. The placement of the products within ciders was no major factor in her 

decision making, most likely since she mainly focuses on her favourite brands. 

Nonetheless, she is open to trying new products and the she is mostly convinced by 

recommendations by her friends for new products or brands. She has noticed a change 

in her consuming, whereas she previously paid a lot of attention to the packaging and 
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the design of the brand, nowadays she considers the dryness of the products the most 

important factor.  

 

The sixth participant was shopping together with the fifth and had quite similar views 

towards her consumer behaviour. She also had a few brands from which she usually 

made her choice that included Somersby, YesYes and Happy Joe. She was more open 

to trying new brands, depending on the situation. When she was looking for greater 

volumes, the choice was usually within those familiar brands, but when she was just 

buying a few she would try to look for one unfamiliar to pair with the familiar brands. 

She prefers products that are cooled as she tends to shop at the last minute and does 

not really care about the placement on the shelves, as long as it is not in the bottom 

shelf. Word of mouth and influencer marketing made the greatest impact on her trying 

products, as she considered brand marketing rather annoying and boring.  

 

Up seventh was a 25-year-old man. He makes purchases based on his intuition and 

feelings, thus he does not like to spend a lot of time browsing or searching the selection 

at the supermarket. He mainly consumes beers but does like to change it up once in a 

while and buys ciders and long drinks. When considering beverages, he is a highly 

visual person and places great value on the looks of the product, which has to have an 

appealing label or etiquette. In addition, he considers himself a lazy shopper and does 

not like to bend down for the lower shelves or reach up for the highest, which makes 

the eye level shelves most effective for him. The aphorism of the Happy Joe bottle 

caps got a special mention as according to him “it makes the consumer experience 

more memorable”.  

 

The eighth and final interviewee was a 23-year-old woman, who this time purchased 

Happy Joe cider.  She does her final choice in the supermarket, depending on the 

situation of consuming afterwards and selection that is available at the supermarket. 

However, she does have a brand pool from which she usually makes her choices and 

it includes Somersby, Happy Joe and Orchard Thieves. Nonetheless, she also likes to 

try out new brands and products, but does not really look for them, which is supported 

by the fact that she does not remember seeing any brand marketing from cider brands 

at all. She rather trusts her own experiences and gladly makes repeat purchases on 

products she finds are good. For instance, generally her opinion is that apple ciders 
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are usually good and involve low risk of a bad purchase. In addition, she values 

packaging and the feeling that the brand communicates to the consumers, naming 

Happy Joe as a prime example, because it brings a good and joyful feeling.  

 

Gender Approximate age Consuming habits 

Woman 27 Very brand loyal, favourite 

brand: Crowmoor 

Woman 32 Brand decision at the 

store, dryness is most 

important 

Woman  23 Sherwood is her favourite, 

taste is most important 

Woman  24 Meticulously inspects the 

ingredients list, favours 

vegan products  

Woman  25 Chooses from one of her 

favourite brands 

Woman  26 Purchasing volume 

influences her brand 

choice 

Man  25 Purchase decision based 

on intuition and feeling 

Woman  23 Has a  brand pool, but also 

likes to experiment 
Table 3 - Supermarket interviewees 

 
5.2.1. Themes from the interviews 

 

Determining themes from the interviews was more challenging than in the focus 

groups, which might be explained by the fact that there is no possibility to simply agree 

with opinions presented by other participants. Two of the interviewees expressed 

themselves to be extremely brand loyal, however one of them was willing to try out 

new products as well. Three of the interviewees expressed the use of brand pools for 
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choosing products at the supermarket and it included the brands Happy Joe, 

Somersby, Orchard Thieves and YesYes.  

 

The situation of use affected the participants’ purchase behaviour, when purchasing 

larger volumes, they favoured familiar brands and when purchasing smaller volumes, 

they purchased also unfamiliar brands together with a previously purchased ones. 

Moreover, if the purchase situation was in a rush, the brand choice was often made 

beforehand, because deciding in the store was considered time consuming. Product 

placement in the supermarket was not considered a major factor by many 

interviewees, but for one it was of some importance due to laziness to search for 

products.  

 

Important attributes of the product influencing the purchase decision were packaging, 

dryness and taste experience. Taste experience referred to the participant trying out 

the product themselves and if the experience was good there was a good chance of 

repeat purchase. Dryness was mentioned by two participants as a critical factor and 

they would not consider purchasing a brand that did communicate this clearly or it was 

not known beforehand. Packaging was a big attention awakener, with three 

participants considering packaging one of the most important factors in a product. 

Appealing packaging was described as aesthetic, visually pleasing and a clear and 

nice etiquette. Happy Joe’s aphorism in the bottle cap received a special mention by 

one interviewee and it was considered making the experience more memorable.  

 

Brand marketing and social influence by friends and influencers were mentioned as 

influencing factors by two and three participants respectively. Brand marketing was a 

clear weakness for one interviewee, whilst for another participant brand marketing had 

to demonstrate similar beliefs and values as the consumer. Social influence by either 

friends or influencers was considered very persuasive by three participants. They 

considered it more reliable and unbiased in comparison to brand marketing. In addition, 

one participant even considered brand marketing rather annoying.  
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5.3. Themes developed by triangulation of both qualitative methods 

 

This chapter consists of the themes that were established by the combination of the 

focus group themes and the themes that were established from the one on one 

interviews. With the combination of two methods and data sources, the themes can be 

considered more reliable and accurate than just with one research method.  

 

There were various of different situation were participant used alcohol drinks, including 

social situations, celebrations and with food. These situations have a great effect on 

how purchase decisions are made, especially volumes fluctuate significantly based on 

the attended use. Moreover, larger purchase volumes made the participants more 

cautious favouring familiar brands. Smaller volumes resulted in more trying purchase 

decisions, with unfamiliar brands more often combined with familiar purchases. In 

addition, time influences the purchase behaviour, since in a rush the participants once 

again favoured more familiar products, because there is less time to inspect new 

options.  

 

In order to get penetration for a new product, the packaging was extremely important. 

It should convey a premium feeling, which generally was associated with a glass bottle 

over a can or plastic bottle. Another important part of packaging was the etiquette or 

label that is the part that communicates all the information. It should be visually 

pleasing and attractive enough to convey a consumer to purchase without previous 

experience. In addition, the package should communicate dryness of the product as 

this was widely the most preferred cider for all participants. However, many of the 

participants recognized that trying new products involves a risk and thus they were 

inclined to purchase familiar brands. 

 

For familiar brands, many of the participants had a brand pool of two to three brands, 

from which the choice was usually made, depending on the situation and feeling. In 

order to get into that brand pool, a brand should be likeable, communicate similar 

values, have good taste (including dryness) and appealing packaging. Brands that had 

gotten into the brand pool of the participants were Happy Joe, Somersby, Crowmoor, 

Orchard Thieves and YesYes. Although the choice was usually made within the brand 

pool, the participants were generally interested in new products and open to try them.  
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Product placement was of very mixed importance to the participants. For some it made 

a great difference, as they felt that it is easier to browse the products that are roughly 

on eye-sight level. For other, it did not make any difference, because either they would 

browse the entire selection or only look for certain brands. Nonetheless, it was a 

common opinion that products on the lowest shelf are generally those that one wants 

to avoid. Cooled products gained importance, when the plan is to consume the 

products immediately after purchasing. Otherwise coolers only served as extra 

exposure point between the brand and the consumer, which was of some importance 

to a few participants. 

 

Brand marketing did not seem to be a very influential touchpoint for the participants. 

Without the one exception brand marketing did not create a need to purchase. 

However, the campaigns were remembered once the actual products were spotted in 

the store, which in some cases, especially if it was a new product, influenced the 

purchase decision. Brand marketing did have some situations, where it could be 

influential. By either demonstrating similar values as the target market or having an 

exceptionally big or memorable campaign. A more influential marketing seemed to be 

influencer marketing and recommendations by friends. This was widely agreed upon, 

because both of those channels are perceived as a more reliable source and unlike 

brand marketing, it isn’t exposed at the consumers at the same volume and thus is not 

considered irritating. Social statements were considered quite good as they underline 

the brand’s values and gain positive publicity. If the values of the statement are shared 

by the target market, it will get a positive reception, like the Gay Joe campaign by 

Happy Joe.  

 

Developed theme Theoretical connection Concrete example 

Purchase situation 

influences both volume 

and brand choice  

Need recognition, 

alternative evaluation 

For enjoyment: buys a 

few that can be unfamiliar 

or more expensive. For a 

party: the volumes are 

bigger and less risk in 

brand choice 
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Packaging is key for new 

product penetration 

Alternative selection, 

choice decision 

A glass bottle 

communicates premium 

feeling, combined with an 

appealing etiquette it has 

a bigger chance of getting 

purchased. 

Established brands get 

often chosen from brand 

pools: In order to get into 

the brand pool a brand 

should have a likeable 

image, communicate 

similar values to the 

consumer, have good dry 

taste and appealing 

packaging  

Alternative selection, 

choice decision, 

post-purchase evaluation 

Brands that were already 

in consumer’ brand pools: 

Somersby, Happy Joe, 

Crowmoor, Orchard 

Thieves and YesYes. 

Product placement 

importance is difficult to 

determine, although it was 

agreed that the lowest 

shelf is not a good place. 

Alternative selection, 

Choice decision 

Many of the participants 

either very forwardly went 

for the brand pool 

products or then took 

some time to browse the 

entire selection, making 

product placement less 

important. 

Brand marketing needs to 

highlight values and use 

peer marketing as it is 

seen as more trustworthy. 

Traditional campaigns get 

lost in the marketing 

noise, has to be 

exceptional to be 

remembered. 

Need recognition, 

alternative selection, 

choice decision. 

Campaigns like Gay Joe 

and Original Long Drink 

received praise, because 

the first represented 

similar values to the target 

market and the second 

was something big and 

special. Moreover, 

consumers tend not to 
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remember traditional 

brand marketing until 

seeing the product in 

store. 
Table 4 - Developed themes 
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

This chapter will introduce the major findings of the research and elaborate on the 

meanings of those findings, whilst connecting them to the literature review. In addition, 

limitations of the study will be discussed, along with any unexpected or inconclusive 

results and suggestions for future research. The chapter will also comprise 

suggestions and recommendations from a managerial perspective, based on the 

findings and how they link to the theories introduced in the literature view. Followed by 

how this study and the results of the study have contributed to the theories that have 

been applied.  

 

6.1. Discussion 

 

6.1.1. Major findings 

 

Major findings of this study comprise of customer behaviour of fast moving consumer 

goods consumers, ciders more specifically. A major factor influencing the behaviour in 

the customer journey and especially in the purchase stage was the situation in which 

the purchased products were used. Depending on the situation, purchase volume and 

the customers way of choosing brands was affected. Large volume purchases 

warranted for a more cautious and rational approach, which meant more familiar 

brands to minimize risk and value for money. Smaller purchases enabled more 

unorthodox brand choices and trying behaviour, with unfamiliar brands gaining more 

consideration, especially in combination with a well-known brand. Situations of use 

included celebrations, social situations and pairing of food and drinks among others. 

Furthermore, the brand choice is also affected by the schedule of the customer. If the 

schedule is considered rather tight, it benefitted the more familiar brands or usual 

brands of the customer, as there was no time to explore new options. Exploring the 

selection can take a lot of time, making it rather convenient to make the familiar choice, 

if there is a schedule that dictates the purchase time.  

 

Product placement in the store does of have considerable influence on customer 

behaviour, as it can help guide the customer to certain products, for instance when 
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there is no time to browse the selection. Moreover, placing products on eye-sight level 

is beneficial as many customers had negative associations with the lowest shelves 

being for cheap, bad or private label products. It also made sense from the 

convenience aspect of the customers, since those who are not browsing the selection 

would more likely make the brand choice that was easily accessible. The importance 

of this cannot be dismissed, as it became quite common that customers have a brand 

pool of a few preferred brands from which the choice was more often made.  

 

The main selection should be organised by brand to present the entire portfolio of a 

brand at one glance, whilst also separating different packaging types, in order to be 

clear and appealing. Furthermore, it was considered more appealing if the products 

are placed to the front of the shelf, presenting the brand and there are no opened 

multipacks. Additional product placement had some influence if the brand choice was 

made during the purchase stage, because it exposed the customers to the brand 

several times and with two or more selling points the product does not run out on busy 

days. Coolers gained importance as secondary placements or if the product was 

immediately consumed after purchase.  

 

As brand pools were common for consumers, it is important for a brand to get chosen 

to those trusted and preferred brands. In order to become a preferred brand, several 

attributes and actions should be done. In addition to the obvious, good taste, with 

dryness being the most important part of the taste. The brand should also be likeable 

and relatable, meaning that the brand should demonstrate similar values to their target 

market. Packaging is the last, but perhaps the most influential factor, especially if the 

brand is not known beforehand. It should be nice, pretty, appealing and clear or more 

specifically a glass bottle with a pretty yet clear etiquette.  

 

Brand marketing failed to create a need to purchase for the customers, although it was 

often remembered once they stumbled across the product. Nonetheless, the main 

point of brand marketing is to create awareness and drive customers to purchase 

products, especially when a new product is launched, and it does not deliver as 

expected. Consumers even considered brand marketing annoying in some cases, 

which is something a brand wants to avoid. They preferred marketing through 

influencers, as it was perceived more reliable and since it is not presented to them 
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unless they choose so, it does not annoy them. In addition, recommendations from 

friends was considered very influential by the consumers, as it has no commercial 

agenda and friends’ opinions are valued and trusted.  

 

 

6.1.2. Meaning of the findings 

 

The sheer variety of influencing factors in the customer journey, suggests that there is 

single one focus area for brands, but it is a combination of touchpoints that are spread 

across the entire customer journey, with some limitations due to the regulations on 

advertising alcoholic beverages. In addition, since the products are rather low-

involvement products, the post purchase experience is mostly comprised of how the 

product performs to the expectations of the consumer.  

 

The pre-purchase touchpoints that is mostly creating awareness and done by brand 

marketing for the most part. However, many participants felt that traditional brand 

marketing is somewhat annoying as it can feel like spamming, because there is no 

control for consumers whether or not they want to see brand marketing for instance on 

Instagram. A preferred alternative was also introduced, as the participants preferred 

influencer marketing, because it gives them control whether or not to be exposed to it 

and it considered a more reliable and neutral source than the brand itself. 

Recommendations by friends created more interest in a brand as the source is more 

trustworthy and the opinion of friends is significantly more valued. However, this 

presents a dilemma from the brands perspective, in order to recommend one has to 

try the product, making this somewhat impossible when launching a new product or 

brand.  

 

During the purchase stage the touchpoints are passive in a sense that they revolve 

more around decisions that the brand has to make significantly earlier, like packaging, 

taste of the product and product placement in the store. The actual marketing in-store 

is rather limited to highlighting special offers and launching new flavours or products. 

Companies have to take into consideration the different situations or reasons the 

consumers might have for purchasing alcoholic beverages to maximize the potential 

buys of their product. Furthermore, to optimise this it would be beneficial to analyse in 
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which stores consumers tend to buy products that go for immediate use and in which 

stores the products are usually consumed later on.  

 

Product placement is something that brands can have some influence on, depending 

on the store of course. If there is a possibility to decide where to place your brand, it 

should be on eye-sight level and ideally it should have secondary placements that 

could be cooled in order to reach those consumers that buy for immediate use. It 

should be beneficial for all brands that they are organised by the brand, separating 

multipacks from single serve products, as this gives the consumers a better oversight 

on what products are in the selection and limits frustration during the purchase stage. 

There is one thing that all brands should try to avoid, placement in the lowest shelf, as 

it has a very negative perception for the consumers and they generally avoid those 

products. Outside of that the exact location of the brand does not seem to make a big 

influence, as long as the selection is organized and clear.  

 

Packaging was mentioned the most by the participant as an influencing factor during 

the purchase phase. It became quite obvious that the ideal package type is a glass 

bottle, because it was considered that it provides a more premium feeling to the 

product. A tin can was only preferred in some situations, where the consumption 

happened immediately after purchase and opening a bottle might be difficult. A clear 

and visually appealing etiquette on the bottle was also an attention grabber that should 

also serve as an information source for the consumer, ideally communicating the level 

of dryness of the cider. Although at this time a minor point, it could become more 

important, highlighting responsibility both social and environmental could be a way to 

differentiate from the competitors. At this time, Happy Joe’s aphorism is a way to 

differentiate from the rest of the brands and it received multiple praise from the 

participants and was even mentioned as one of the reasons for purchasing said brand.  

 

The post-purchase stage is largely reliant on how the product performs towards to the 

expectations of the consumer, as there are hardly any activities from the brands or the 

companies on customer service or such, which is normal for fast moving consumer 

goods that are low-involvement products. However, this experience is key for reaching 

the brand pools of consumers, which were quite common for the participants. Good, 
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dry taste with the combination of other factors (mentioned above) were identified as 

criteria for a brand to reach the permanent consideration of consumers.  

 

It was quite surprising that neither brand marketing nor product placement seemed to 

make much difference for the participants in the study, since both are commonly largely 

used in the industry. Although, marketing is somewhat limited due to the legislation in 

Finland. The effectiveness of brand marketing might be diminishing, because 

consumers are heavily exposed to all kinds of marketing around the clock with the 

combination of all kinds of media. Consumers get rather annoyed and don’t really pay 

a lot of attention to marketing, due to the constant noise that surrounds their life. Thus, 

a marketing campaign has to really stand out of the ordinary to catch their attention 

and to make an influence in their purchasing habits. Product placement in the store 

would probably have more influence, if consumers did not repeatedly buy the same 

brands that are in their brand pool. Although, it could still influence the choice within 

the pool, but that should be researched more specifically to make any distinct 

determination. Extra placement in coolers can give a brand some edge, especially if 

the store is located in a place, where most consumers buy for immediate use.  

 

6.2. Conclusions 

 

The aim of the study was to answer the following research questions, “what stage in 

the customer journey has the most significance to the purchase decision”, “what are 

the touchpoints in the customer journey”, ”which have an effect on the purchase 

decision” and “what influences the customer decision the most during the second 

stage/ whilst buying”.  

 

Due to the nature of the fast moving consumer goods industry, it was almost certain 

from the beginning that the post-purchase stage won’t be the most significant as there 

are hardly any actions from the companies in that stage. Moreover, the legislation 

restricts the type and amount of marketing that companies can use to promote their 

beverages. The most significant stage was the actual purchase stage, which was 

underlined by the fact that the final brand choice was typically made in the store, 

partially due to unavailable information on the selection. As the purchase stage, also 

includes packaging, which was very important and influential in the decision-making 
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process, especially the importance of the right package type, glass bottle, and 

aesthetic etiquette was highlighted.  

 

Due to the number of touchpoints it was naturally difficult to narrow down the most 

influential touchpoints on the customer purchase decision. As already mentioned, the 

purchase stage was the most significant, thus making the touchpoints that are located 

in that stage at least somewhat significant. Packaging was described as very important 

by the participants, as it can communicate values, taste and a possible premium 

feeling. Generally, it was thought that glass bottles have a more premium feeling, 

especially when compared to cans. Product placement, albeit not as influential as 

packaging, was considered somewhat influential. The location within the selection was 

not seen as crucial, as long as it wasn’t on the bottom shelf, as products placed there 

were perceived negatively. Nevertheless, it was considered beneficial that the 

selection is organized by both brand and package type, in order to make searching 

logical and easier for the consumer and avoid frustration or lost sales. Additional 

placements increased the likelihood of unplanned purchases as the product was on 

the path of the consumer. Coolers were only valued, if the consumer planned to 

consume the product immediately after purchase.  

 

As mentioned above, the legislation limits brand marketing of alcoholic beverages, but 

it isn’t insignificant. Although, it is not the most effective way to influence consumers, 

as people nowadays are exposed to a lot of marketing noise. In order to stand out, the 

brand marketing should be somehow exceptional or demonstrate values that are 

similar to the intended target market. The importance of environmental friendliness and 

social responsibility is clearly rising among the consumers and is possibly a good 

direction for future brand marketing. More influential marketing technique were word 

of mouth and influencer marketing. Both were considered more reliable and unbiased 

in comparison to brand marketing. In addition, consumers are only exposed to those 

willingly, preventing any possible negative feelings towards the brand marketing.  

 

A touchpoint that will always have influence in products, where flavour matters is the 

taste experience. Without a good taste, the chance of recurring purchases will diminish 

significantly. It is also one of the criteria that participants have, by which they evaluate 

products and possibly add the brand to their preferred brands or brand pool. One key 
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characteristic of taste came up repeatedly, dryness. It was the single most important 

characteristic of taste that made a difference in whether consumers were willing to buy 

the brand, judging by taste.  

 

The customer decision is influenced most during the purchase stage or whilst buying 

by the packaging and everything that is connection with the appearance of the brand 

and product. Naturally, the intended use influences the decision as well as pricing, but 

they were not the biggest influencers on the decision. Packaging of course has to be 

appealing, but it can also demonstrate brand values, brand experience and 

communicate on the taste experience beforehand. Brand experience can also be 

communicated with the bottle cap, as Happy Joe does with the aphorisms, which are 

inserted in all bottle caps. The preferred packaging is a glass bottle, as it is considered 

more premium in comparison to another common package type, the can. The etiquette 

also plays a significant role and it can communicate different messages as mentioned 

above, but it should also work as an attention grabber. The ideal etiquette is aesthetic 

and communicates important information to the consumer, like dryness. 

 

6.3. Theoretical contributions 

 

Since ciders are fast moving consumer goods, they are low involvement products in 

the eyes of the consumers, which means that they tend to use little time or not at all 

researching potential products in the pre-purchase phase. However, traditionally fast 

moving consumer good brands use a lot of brand marketing to attract interest and drive 

sales. This is not the case in Finland, or at least it shouldn’t be.  

 

The initial customer journey theory and the customer decision making process do not 

apply completely to this study, as consumers did not spend time for searching 

information on the products they eventually purchased, challenging the customer 

decision making process. (Faulds et al. 2018). Nevertheless, it was taken into 

consideration by the researcher, when the information search and post-purchase 

customer service, where removed from consideration. The results supported this 

action, as neither played any role in the responses received from the participants. 
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Firstly, the legislation makes brand marketing of alcoholic beverages rather difficult, 

forcing brands to be creative in their marketing or focus on other ways to influence 

customers. On the other hand, creative and exceptional campaigns can make a 

difference. For instance, they Greyest day of the year campaign by Original Long Drink, 

was a good example how to circumvent around the legislation and influence the 

consumers. Secondly, traditional brand marketing was not a very influential tactic to 

attract consumer interest. Due to the high amount of marketing noise experienced by 

consumers nowadays, many of them do not pay much attention to it and thus don’t 

remember seeing it at all. Brand marketing did not generate an immediate need of 

purchase, but participants did remember seeing the ad once they noticed the product 

in the store, which creates a reliability to product placement in the supermarket.  

 

The regulation on marketing places the need awakening more or less on the shoulders 

of the consumer. Since, it is prohibited to market alcoholic beverages in way that they 

would have a positive effect or at all outside, the buying impulse is created by the 

consumers. Hence, the regulation limits the power of the brands, with the attempt to 

lower consumers interest in purchasing alcoholic beverages and thus changes also 

the customer journey. 

 

There has clearly been a shift in importance of brand values and how they match with 

the target market. Consumers seem to place more and more emphasis on the brands 

values, typical topics of interest were environmental friendliness and social 

responsibility, which is a global trend among consumers currently (Haynes and 

Podobsky 2016). Meaning the brand should not be involved in any kinds of scandals 

related in those subjects and potentially promote successful parts. Participants noted 

that if brands were to support some kind of charity, by donating part of their profit 

margin, the participants would be open to paying a premium price. Participants placed 

more importance to the brand having similar values to them, which could be used in 

brand marketing to gain an advantage. However, this should be researched more 

extensively, as it was not the main focus of this study and the results are rather 

incomplete.  

 

As product placement was not as important that the researcher initially expected, given 

that he works a lot with product placement and generally the supermarket increases 
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its sales once the selection is organized and rebuild logically. Although, this can be the 

case which the participants mentioned. Even though, the actual place within the 

selection is not important as long as it is not the bottom shelf, it was considered a 

significant advantage if the selection is organised by brand and the different package 

types were separated logically as well. Additional placements are a way to expose the 

brand to the consumer multiple times during one shopping time and can also serve as 

a buffer on days, when there is a lot of traffic in the store. If the additional placements 

are cooled, it can give an advantage over other brands in situations, where the 

consumer is purchasing for immediate use.  

 

Touchpoints were defined as situations that can be pointed out in time and include 

interaction between the brand and the consumer (Halvorsud et al. 2016). In this study, 

many of the participants were not aware of the touchpoints they had been in contact 

with. This means that either most of the marketing activities cannot be considered as 

actual touchpoints or that the consumers are not interested enough to give their 

attention to the touchpoint, making them not as useful as initially planned.  

 

6.3.1. Limitations and future research  

 

 

Due to the limitations made to the study, partly by the researcher and partly by the 

circumstances, the research results are hard to compare to other markets. The 

legislation regrading marketing alcoholic beverages, prohibits companies of using the 

entire range of marketing tools that normally would be available, making it difficult to 

compare to similar studies that have been conducted in other markets or other FMCG 

products.  

 

The customer journey of this study cannot be completely compared to other industries, 

besides FMCG, because it became very clear that the full customer journey is not 

typical. Low involvement products tend not to warrant research by consumers prior to 

purchase, nor is there really a after-sales service targeted at consumers.  

 

The influence of additional placements did not become very clear during this study and 

it is likely it varies significantly depending on the supermarket. Thus, it should be 
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researched more thoroughly with profiling the stores, in order to determine the 

influence of additional placements and coolers. The exact influence of social 

statements and supporting causes that are within the brand image did not become 

clear. Researching it more would offer more detailed information and reasoning, how 

important and influential it is, in order to determine the return on investment.  

 

Given the global worry of global warming has influenced consumers’ values 

significantly, producing sustainable products in the future will likely be even more 

important in the future.  The importance of social statements and supporting causes 

that are aligned with the brand’s values should be researched more extensively, since 

it already demonstrated some value for consumers, and it is likely to become more 

important in the near future.  

 

6.4. Managerial implications 

 

From the results, certain focus points can be drawn for brand managers. First of all, 

getting the package right, including the etiquette. Depending, on the target market, the 

glass bottle is seen as the premium product package, but the tin can is convenient. 

Having the right package for the target market and a good product will go a long way, 

since an attractive package will appeal to consumers and if the product is otherwise 

good, there is a good chance for repeated purchases. Generally, the taste should be 

rather dry, and it should be an apple cider, since there was a quite negative perception 

on berry or otherwise sweet ciders. For new brands it is difficult to get the consumers 

attention and breaking into the preferred brand pool even more difficult. The packaging 

is the attention grabber, which should make a good first influence to attract a potential 

consumer. Moreover, the taste experience has to be good for any possibility of 

repeated purchase.  

 

Further actions should include influencer marketing over brand marketing, followed by 

brand marketing that underlines values of the target market and highlights 

environmental friendliness and social responsibility. The brand should also make use 

of positive word of mouth, if possible, since it was considered more credible than brand 

marketing and thus also more a more influential factor for their decision-making.  
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Pricing below the industry average, was not a very influencing factor, as consumers 

were willing to pay for the premium products. It was even mentioned that if a brand 

would give some part of their profits to a charitable cause, the participants were willing 

to pay extra for that. It was more important that the brand could give them an 

experience, and the example for that was the aphorism in the bottle cap by Happy Joe. 

Another good way was to take part in social happenings and support causes that align 

with the values of the brand. Supporting women’s’ equality or gay rights, like Happy 

Joe does with the Gay Joe campaign, are good ways to enhance the brand image and 

gain positive perception from the consumers.  

 

If there is a possibility to influence product placement in the supermarket, the best 

place to be is on eye-sight level, but it wasn’t considered as a crucial influencer, as 

long as the product is not placed on the bottom shelf. There is a very strong connection 

with products that are perceived bad or second rate and the bottom shelf. Additional 

placements are recommended, as the consumer will be exposed to the brand during 

the customer journey more often. Furthermore, if the secondary placement is cooled, 

it gives the possibility for consumers to purchase also for immediate use, which can be 

a significant part of the overall purchases, depending on the supermarket.  

 

For Happy Joe, these results were very favourable, as it was mentioned several times 

by the participants as an example for other brands. Happy Joe’s both new products 

are only offered in a glass bottle, although some older products from the brand are 

also available in a can. Both new flavours are also apple ciders, which was clearly the 

preferred cider type. Moreover, both are dry ciders and it is also communicated in the 

etiquette for the consumers. Happy Joe has already benefitted quite significantly of 

word of mouth, since participants had difficulties to distinguish brand marketing and 

social media posts made by their friends. In addition, the brand received special 

appraise for the aphorism bottle cap and the Gay Joe campaign. The first is creating a 

more memorable experience for the consumer, while the latter demonstrates the 

brand’s values and what it stands for. 

 

Upcider should make some changes to its product mix, packaging and maybe even 

the rename the brand. Many of the participants had a negative perception towards 

Upcider and connected it with their adolescent years. Moreover, the brand was 
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perceived as artificial and very sweet, not characteristics that consumers value 

nowadays. The brand should immediately change packaging, a tin can would be better 

than the current plastic bottle, if the glass bottle gives too much of premium feeling for 

a more mainstream brand. The product portfolio should shift their focus more towards 

dry apple ciders, even though there might still be the odd consumers that will purchase 

sweeter ciders. 

 

A big issue with the current brand name is to get the consumers to try it again, once 

changes are made. It will be challenging to change the perception of the consumers 

but building a new brand can be very expensive and time consuming as well. The 

brand should utilise the growing concerns of consumers on subjects like social 

responsibility and environment. By demonstrating that the brand is more 

environmentally friendly produced or that the brand compensates for the carbon 

footprint they cause with the production, could go a long way in winning new 

consumers. It might be challenging for the brand to get consumers trying the new 

recipes, since many remember it as being very sweet and artificial. When launching 

the new products, the communication should underline a change in recipe and how 

they have been changed to encourage consumers to try the product.  
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